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SECTION A: 
REPORT ON THE PILOT STUDY UNDERTAKEN IN THE KELANI RIVER BASIN 
FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF A LLF SCHEME IN SRI LANKA 
A.1 BACKGROUND 
The contract for consultancy services for the EA1P Project - Technical Assistance Component in Sri 
Lanka was signed between the Secretary, Ministry of Forestry and Environment (Client) and the DHV 
Consultants BV of the Netherlands (Consultant) on the 15* of August 1997 in Colombo, Sri Lanka. 
DFTV's local associates for this project are Environment & Management Lanka (Pvt) Ltd and 
Engineering Consultants Ltd. Under this Contract, the Consultants were required to provide 
consultancy services to support the following institutional development objectives: 
1. Strengthen policy planning and monitoring capacity of the Environment Division of the Ministry 
of Forestry and Environment (ED/MFE) 
2. Strengthen the enforcement and monitoring capacity of the Central Environmental Authority 
(CEA) 
3. Strengthen environmental management capacity of the private sector, training institutions and sub-
national agencies. 
The project was mobilized on l s l of September 1997 and was supposed to run for 36 months 
terminating in August 2000. Because not all intended activities could be carried out in this period, in 
particular an international Study Tour to evaluate load-based licensing system in some Western and 
Asian countries, the project was extended in June 2002 till 31 December 2002. During the total period, 
many tasks were carried out and this report covers the following Task: 
Task IX: Introduction of a load-based license fee for EPL issues and renewal 
The following reports pertaining to the above Task have been already submitted to the Client: 
1. Working Paper on Load-Based Fee Licensing System for Polluting Industries, 20 October 1998 
[internal report; initial draft for Milestone Report #13]; Ref. No. R 98018 
2. Hand-out for Workshop on Polluter Pays Principle & Load-based License Fee on 19 November 
1998, containing the following presentations: 
- Introduction of a Load-based License Fee (LLF) for Polluting Industries 
- Impacts of LLF on Industry & Technology Development 
- Legal Issues relevant to the Load-based EPL Fee System 
- Economic Impacts of LLF 
- Model and Examples of LLF for Sri Lanka 
3. Interim Report Load-Based Licence Fee Scheme- 29 January 1999 - Ref. No. R 99001 
4. Draft Final Report Feasibility Report on Load-Based Licence Fee Scheme - Pilot Study in Kelani River 
Basin; 31 August 2000. Ref. no. R 00012 
5. Final Report on the Introduction of a Load-based License Fee Scheme for Wastewater Discharge in Sri 
Lanka, May 2004, Ref. No R 04001 (this report). 
In addition, many internal discussions as well as two workshops were held to discuss issues related to 
the introduction of a Load-Based License Fee (LLF) Scheme in Sri Lanka. The first workshop on 
"Polluter Pays Principles & Load-based License Fee" was held on 19 November 1998 at the Trans 
Asia Hotel, Colombo. At this workshop, it was decided to undertake a pilot study in order to obtain 
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actual data prior to formulating a LLF scheme for Sri Lanka. Main data required from each industry 
for the formulation of the LLF Scheme are: 
1. Wastewater flow and characteristics 
2. Methods used for wastewater flow measurement and analysis; and recording 
3. Wastewater treatment and disposal methods used 
4. Capital and operational cost of wastewater treatment plant 
5. Capital and operational cost of industry 
The purposes expressed for the pilot study in the workshop were: 
1. To derive a formula to calculate the pollution load (this also includes the selection of parameter for 
charging) 
2. To determine the charging rates based on the actual data 
3. To see the feasibility of this scheme based on the actual data for Sri Lanka, and 
4. To make an implementation plan for the LLF scheme 
Kelani River Basin, declared as an environmental sensitive area by the Government, was selected for 
the Pilot study in consultation with the CEA. The details of the selected industries are given in Annex 
1. A second workshop on "Pilot Study on Load-based License Scheme in Kelani River Basin" was 
held on 01 July 1999 at Colombo Hilton Hotel to explain details of the proposed pilot, study to the 
selected industrialists and to obtain their assistance for the study. About 50% of the 70 industries 
selected for the pilot study participated in the workshop and assured that they would provide the 
necessary assistance for the study. • ' 
Therefore, this draft final report on the findings of the pilot study and proposals for a LLF Scheme has 
been presented as an output of Task IX - " Introduction of a load-based license fee for EPL issues 
and renewal". This report is presented for any comments or suggestions from the agencies concerned 
as well as other experts or interested parties, including the industries, for consideration in the Final 
Report. This draft report covers, the selection of parameters to be used as a basis for the charge, 
calculation of loads and fees using the charging rates derived from the results of the pilot study and 
recommendations on the formulation and implementation of a Load-based License Fee scheme. 
A.2 INTRODUCTION 
In Sri Lanka, the discharge of industrial wastewater is managed through a licensing scheme called 
Environmental Protection License (EPL) Scheme by the Central Environmental Authority (CEA). 
Under the current National Environmental Act, industries discharging wastewater into the 
environment are required to meet the relevant concentration based standards established by the CEA. 
At present, general standards as well as some industry specific standards are used for regulating 
industrial wastewater discharges. There are.no regulations to restrict the quantity of pollutants 
discharged into the environment. As a result of this, pollution load into the environment and the 
excessive use of resources cannot be controlled adequately. 
Under this EPL scheme, industries meeting the standards are issued with an Environmental Protection 
License (EPL), which is a requirement for operating any polluting industry in Sri Lanka. Polluting 
industries that do not meet these standards can be prosecuted in a court of law and could face fines or 
closure if they do not conform to the standards. 
The main benefits of introducing LLF scheme would come from improved economic efficiency 
through a change to a market based system from the present administrative enforcement type of 
system. This <is a more equitable system with the heavy polluter paying a higher fee than a lighter 
polluter. The system will induce the industrialist to reduce costs by better housekeeping, reduced use 
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of water, reuse/recycling of treated wastewater, establishment of more efficient wastewater treatment 
plants and by better process control. Enforcement of the system is easier, with greater private sector 
participation in environmental testing and analysis. The onus is on the polluter to show proof that he 
has reduced pollution and thus be eligible for a lower pollution charge. When polluters have to pay for 
pollution based on actual quantity of pollutants, they will try to reduce costs and improve efficiency. 
In addition to these, the collected charges can generate a separate fund which can be used for 
environmental management activities in Sri Lanka. 
The disadvantage with the current EPL Scheme is that it is also not equitable since high as well as low 
polluters are subject to the same fee. Irrespective of the load of pollution discharged into the 
environment, only a flat fee is charged for the EPL, provided.that the standards are met. Thus large 
industries discharging a high volume of wastewater and a high pollution load into the environment 
(Load = Concentration X Flow) will pay the same amount as a small industry with a low flow and a 
low pollution load. Under the LLF scheme, polluters would be required to pay according to the total 
pollution load discharged into the environment. 
The existing industries are also finding it difficult to comply with these standards due to the high 
initial cost of pollution control systems and lack of space to install such systems. The load-based 
license fee scheme will provide incentives and a market for the establishment of Common Wastewater 
Treatment Plants (CWWTPs), extended sewerage systems connected to CWWTPs or sea out-falls. 
Thus industries connected to common treatment facilities will be required to invest only in partial 
treatment facilities thus reducing the initial investment as well space requirements. Individual 
industries that do not have access to common systems can be supported by the provision of soft loans 
from the revenue generated by the LLF scheme. This scheme should benefit both industries as well as 
the authorities, by encouraging the industrialists to adopt cleaner production technology, recycle 
wastewater and facilitate enforcement by the authorities. 
This pilot study has been carried out to obtain data from local industries in order to formulate a LLF 
scheme and examine the implications of introducing such a system in Sri Lanka. An ideal scheme 
should be simple to implement and not unduly tax the resources of the enforcing agency. It should be 
equitable and provide sufficient economic incentives for polluters to reduce their pollution load, and 
should provide adequate safeguards for the environment in case polluters decide to pay rather than 
treat their wastewater) It must be acknowledged here that it would be difficult to formulate a charging 
system that would adequately incorporate all ingredients needed for an ideal system. What we have 
attempted here is to formulate a scheme that incorporates most of the essential ingredients for a 
technically and economically feasible operation that has the flexibility to be implemented in stages 
over a period of time • 
A representative sample of industries was selected from several categories of industries located in the 
Kelani River Basin, in order to obtain data to formulate a suitable load based charging system for Sri 
Lanka. This report analyses data on flows and characteristics of wastewater such as Biological Oxygen 
Demand (BOD) and Chemical Oxygen demand (COD) obtained from this sample of industries, in 
order to formulate an appropriate charging system based on pollution load. Previous literature on load 
based systems of pollution management are limited, particularly in the context of the Sri Lankan 
situation. The study entitled " The introduction of effluent charges as a means for controlling industrial 
water pollution in Sri Lanka" undertaken by Paul Steele and Rushdy Hassen for the Institute of Policy 
Studies in 1998, evaluates the feasibility and effectiveness of an effluent charge system for Sri Lanka. 
They advocate a charge based on COD set at Rs 25 per kg of load, applicable only to high polluting 
industries that do not comply with the CEA's concentration based standards. A study undertaken by 
the Environmental Resources Management Ltd. of UK in 1994, was the first to suggest a scheme of 
pollution charges based on load. This study suggested a charge for the volume of water abstracted and 
a pollution charge based on the load of each pollutant discharged. The study recommended that the 
effluent charge revenue should go to a pollution control abatement fund (PCAF) with clear guidelines 
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for disbursement for the establishment of wastewater treatment plants. The load based pollution charge 
has not been implemented as yet for various reasons. 
The implementation of a LLF Scheme in Sri Lanka will be confronted with many difficulties. In 
addition to the many problems that may be encountered in the accurate measurement of flow and 
characteristics of wastewater, enforcement of the scheme, particularly the collection of charges would 
pose problems to the enforcing agency, the CEA, which has to operate within available limited 
resources] Furthermore, the system of incentives provided by this scheme should result in greater 
investment in wastewater treatment facilities rather than end in the payment of the charges by the 
polluters without any effort being made to treat their wastewater. Most importantly, there should be a 
strong political will to implement the scheme, if it is to succeed. 
A.3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
A.3.1 Methodology of Study 
A representative sample of industries located along the Kelani River was selected for the pilot study. A 
sample of 60 industries (roughly 20%) representing 10 different sectors was selected from a total of 
about 250 industries located in the area. A team comprising, two officers from CEA, and two to three 
consultants from EA1P visited a total of 57 industries in order to determine the suitability of including 
these industries for the Pilot study. About 25 of the industries visited had either partial or full 
V i s i t e d I n d u s t r i e s In S e c t o r w i s e ( T o t a l 
57) 
S u i t a b l e I n d u s t r i e s In s e c t o r w i s e ( T o t a l 
4 7 ) 
treatment facilities. The team met the management and other staff of these industries, inspected the 
premises and wastewater treatment facility if available and discussed the availability of data to 
determine the suitability of including the selected industry for the pilot study. Criteria for selection 
included, availability of data on production, costs, water use and discharge, availability of treatment 
plant and data on capital and operational costs of treatment, access for testing and measuring flow of 
discharge, etc. If found to be suitable, a questionnaire prepared by the consultants was discussed with 
the management. The consultants went overthe questionnaire with the management staff on how it 
should be filled and answered their queries or provided clarifications on any questions. The industries 
were then requested to send the filled questionnaires as soon as possible. 
A total of 47 industries were found to be suitable but only 36 filled out the questionnaires received. 
Even the filled out questionnaires had many gaps in information. The questionnaires were followed up 
to fill some of the gaps in information. Some industries refused to provide information on costs of 
treatment, indicating that it was confidential information. The flow and pollution parameters (before 
and after treatment) of the selected industries were tested by the laboratory staff of the CEA. The data 
collected were analysed to obtain pollution loads, costs of treatment, etc. Treatment costs were also 
estimated using data from China, India and other developing countries. All costs were inflated to 1999 
prices using the Sri Lanka GDP deflator estimated by the Central Bank. 
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A.3.2 Constraints in data collection 
The study was hampered by many difficulties faced in data collection. Total flow and pollutant 
characteristics have to be measured accurately to estimate the load. In some industries there were 
several discharge points and measurements had to taken on all discharge points. Some discharge points 
were inaccessible (they were underground, or difficult to reach) for accurate measurement. In some 
industries the flow was continuous and in others the flow was in batches, and therefore the techniques 
of measurement varied. In measuring parameters such as BOD and COD, sampling procedure is very 
critical. In some industries there was no suitable point for the collection of a representative sample. In 
some industries flow meters had not been set up properly such that accurate measurement of flow was 
difficult. 
Data collected through questionnaires also had some shortcomings. Many industries were not able to 
provide accurate data on capital and operational costs of waste treatment plants, as the accounting 
procedures were such that such data were lumped with the capital and operating cost of the industry. 
Some industries were not willing to provide data on costs due to confidentiality problems. In some 
industries individual break-up of the costs was not provided but totals were given. Some provided only 
operational costs while others provided only capital costs. Thus data collected on costs cannot be 
considered very reliable except in a few cases. 
A.3.3 Current Situation in Industries 
A.3.3.1 Flow Measurement 
Many industries do not have facilities for measuring wastewater flows or in the alternative for making 
a reasonable estimate of the flow. In addition, the discharge points have not been adequately prepared 
to facilitate flow measurement by the CEA or others. Some industries have more than one-discharge 
point. It is very important that all wastewater discharge be directed to a common drain or outlet prior 
to discharging into the environment, regardless of the type/s of wastewater treatment employed. In the 
alternative, these separate discharges should be measured individually. 
Problems of measurement may also arise due to the improper positioning of flow meters. Lion 
Brewery and Unilever Ltd. have installed electronic and mechanical pipe flow meters, respectively, to 
measure wastewater flows. These meters would provide reliable readings of instant and total flows, 
irrespective of the fluctuations in flows, provided the flow meters have been placed in the correct 
position. In the case of Unilever Ltd. the flow meter has been placed prior to a point where part of the 
wastewater is recycled, resulting in an bverestimation of the wastewater discharged. Therefore, the 
flow meter must be placed at the final discharge point to obtain an accurate reading. If this is not 
possible, a regular water audit should be undertaken to estimate the. actual discharge. However, 
Unilever has such audits. ^ 
The flow meters should also be set up carefully and calibrated properly in order to obtain an accurate 
measurement of the flow. For example, at Pure Beverages Co. Ltd., the system was operating well 
initially, and a "V" notch in combination with an electronic meter was providing accurate 
measurements of instant and total flow rates. Subsequently, it was' observed that due to the constraint 
in the discharge pipe, the chamber had been filled up preventing the free flow over the V notch. The 
meter, which had been calibrated on the water level in the V notch chamber, was giving inaccurate 
readings as there was no free flow of wastewater over the V notch. 
The identified modes of discharge of wastewater by industries are: 
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• Continuous (after treatment) - 24 hours 
• Continuous during processing periods only (mainly without treatment) 
• Batch wise due to batch wise treatment systems 
• By pumping out intermittently after collecting in tanks even though the industry may be 
operating continuously for 24 hours. 
• By recycling and automatic discharge of the excess flow when recycling is stopped or 
reduced. 
• Utilizing a proportion of the discharge for gardening or irrigation 
The quantity of wastewater flow varies within sectors and from industry to industry depending on the 
capacity. Some industries, mainly in the chemical sector, generate a low flow of wastewater with high 
concentrations of pollutants including hazardous wastes. Some industries have partial treatment 
systems while others do not have any treatment. A few industries, e.g. Viyaya Service station (without 
oil trap) and SmithKilne Beecham Mackwoods Ltd (after treatment) discharge their effluent into the 
sewerage system. 
A.3.3.2Wastewater discharge characteristics 
The major problem with many industries was the difficulty in obtaining a representative sample for 
testing purposes. Many suitable locations for sampling were found to be inaccessible. In many cases, 
there were several outlets for discharge and samples had to be collected from each discharge point. In 
some cases the discharge was mixed with domestic waste or rainwater, thus reducing the accuracy of 
measurement. These deficiencies must be rectified when the LLF system is introduced., 
A.3.4 Data available with the CEA 
Existing data with the CEA include some information on flow and characteristics of wastewater of 
industries that were issued with EPL. Much of this data is available in the EPL application form filled 
out by the industrialist. Other data on characteristics of wastewater flow are available in the analytical 
reports of the CEA and as well as other laboratories. However such data are not consistently available 
for all industries issued with EPL. Observations on the data and their shortcomings are listed below: 
• The method of measurement or estimation of water consumption is not mentioned. The 
processes that require water are also not mentioned. 
• The method of measurement or estimation is not mentioned in the case of wastewater 
discharge flow rate. Mode of discharge is also not mentioned. I.e. continuous discharge, 
batch discharge. The time, period and frequency of discharges are also not available. 
• Characteristics of wastewater at the discharge point may not be reliable because in some 
instances samples are collected and provided by the industrialists to the testing 
laboratories. The testing methods of some of the laboratories are also not subject to any 
rigorous standards. 
• The type of environment into which wastewater is discharged is usually mentioned, but 
details are not provided. CEA officials may provide additional details in certain cases. 
• Details of the treatment plants are not complete i.e. no information on material and energy 
consumption is provided. Such information is needed to determine how long the treatment 
plant had been operated during the period concerned. No details of the type of treatment 
i.e. batch wise or continuous treatment is also not provided. 
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A.4 SURVEY RESULTS 
A.4.1 Survey response and wastewater treatment of selected industries 
The following Table 1 provides a summary of the data on the sample selected and wastewater 
treatment of industries selected for the pilot study. 
Table 1: Survey Response and Wastewater Treatment by Industrial Sector 
Sector No. of 
Industries 
Visited 
No. of 
Suitable 
Industries' 
No. of 
, Questionnaires 
received 
Type of treatment No 
treat­
ment P s Both 
1. Chemical (CH) 10 6 4 1 1 1 3 
2. Food (FD) 10 9 8 0 6 0 3 
3. Metal (ME) 4 2 1 2 0 0 0 
4. Mineral (MI) 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
5. Petro-Chemical 
(PC) 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
6. Rubber (RB) 9 9 7 + l 2 0 3 0 6 
7. Tanning (TN) 3 3 1 0 0 1 2 
8. Textiles (TX) 9 9 7 5 0 1 3 
9. Transpor t Se rv i ces (TR) 6 4 l + l 3 0 0 0 4 
10. T o u r i s m and Hote l ( T H ) 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
11. C o m m o n W a s t e w a t e r 
T rea tmen t Faci l i t ies ( W F ) 
2 2 2 0 2 0 0 
12. Others (Wate r T r e a t m e n t 
Plant , Amba ta l e ) ( O T ) 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 57 47 36 10 12 3 22 
Where: P - Primary S - Secondary Both - Primary & Secondary 
Discharge flow and characteristics of flow were measured for 47 industries selected for the study. 
Roughly about 53% of the industries selected had some form of wastewater treatment facility. There 
are broadly three main systems for wastewater treatment. These can be classified into primary 
(physico-chemical), secondary (biological) and tertiary (physico-chemical) treatment steps. In 
addition, there are also special treatment systems for oil/grease and heavy metal removal for some 
certain streams of wastewater. 
In the sample studied it was observed that secondary (biological) treatment alone was used in six food 
industries, three rubber industries and one chemical industry. Primary treatment alone was used in one 
mineral, one chemical, two metal and five textile industries. Both primary and secondary treatment 
Indust r ies genera t ing little was t ewa te r or not in opera t ion were exc luded . 
" Industry not visi ted, bu t ques t ionna i re c o m p l e t e d by the industry. 
Not selected for s tudy as indust ry was c losed due to Cour t order . 
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was used in one chemical, one tanning and one textile industry. Four service stations used only oil 
traps (under gravity). Both Industrial Estates studied, used biological treatment systems. Three 
industries in the textile sector and one in the food sector used tertiary treatment. Sand filtration and 
adsorption were done in these textiles industries while chlorination was done in the food industry. 
Details of treatment of 47 industries selected 
Physico-
chemical 
2 1 % 
No treatment 
47% 
A.4.2 Wastewater flow and characteristics 
CEA Laboratory Staff visited industries and made the flow measurements and collected sample for 
analysis, which was done in the CEA lab. In some industries, wastewater flow could not be measured 
because the flow measurement instruments could not be installed as the discharge or other conduits 
were not suitably constructed. For flow measurement bucket & stop watch, flumes, and pipe flow 
measurement meter were used. Annex 2 gives the results. 
The Annex 2 shows that 7 out of the 25 industries with treatment facilities do not meet the standards 
even after treatment. The largest loads were found to be in the food, chemical, textile and tanning 
industries. The loads were related to the flows, which were found to be also the largest in these 
industries. 
Industries that have treatment system in the food sector met the standards for BOD and COD. None of 
the three industries that have treatment systems in the chemical sector met the standards for COD, 
while two met the standard for BOD. In the rubber sector, three industries with treatment systems met 
the standards for BOD and COD. In the textile sector, only one industry did not meet the standards for 
BOD and COD while other five met both standards. One Industrial Estate with a combined treatment 
system did not meet the standard for BOD while the other one met the standards. This highlights the 
need for improving the operation of the treatment systems. What we observed was that many of the 
wastewater treatment systems are not being operated and maintained properly, probably due to the 
high cost of operation. Some industries are still experimenting with the system in order to arrive at a 
suitable procedure that would enable them to meet the standards. In other cases the most appropriate 
treatment system has not been installed, although expensive machinery had been purchased on the 
advice of the consultants. In some industries e.g. Lion Brewery, a fully automated system already 
tested and operating successfully in another branch or parent company abroad has been installed here 
at fairly high cost. This system appears to be operating well. 
The major problem in Sri Lanka appears to be the lack of practical experience of local consulting firms 
that undertake the design of wastewater treatment systems. Those industries that have hired foreign 
consultants to design systems have had more success. However the supervision of operation by the 
consultants is usually limited to one to two years. During this period the plants operate successfully. 
Subsequently, the quality of operation and maintenance of the plants begin to decline and the 
treatment results are not optimal. However, a few treatment systems designed by local consultants 
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have been operating successfully and appear to be less expensive and easier to maintain. It is necessary 
to promote such firms and provide further incentives to improve the quality of consultants and design. 
A collaborative approach with foreign consultants may yield best results, in providing know how to 
local consulting firms and in the purchase and operation of appropriate equipment. If the goal of 
meeting the standards can be achieved using less expensive equipment or civil structures, then this 
path should be pursued and such knowledge should be disseminated among other industries wanting to 
set up treatment plants. Experience suggests that one need not go for the most expensive equipment, 
but rather for the most appropriate one. There were many cases where inexpensive systems were doing 
the job while more expensive systems had failed. 
Some industries have designated staff with adequate qualification and training for the wastewater 
treatment plant operation. In those cases, most of the treatment plants works and that staff know what 
to be done and the reasons for not meeting the standards. Whereas some industries have unskilled 
operators who only know the routine works and they do not know the plant technology. 
A.4.3 Treatment Costs 
Actual treatment costs were available for only 14 industries. As there was no break-up of costs 
between machinery and civil works, total costs were depreciated over 22 years in order to arrive at 
total costs of treatment. The operational cost available for the latest year was used in arriving at the 
total cost. Since investment on treatment plants have been spread over a few years and in some cases 
rehabilitation of the system had taken place after five to six years of operation, the capital costs were 
converted to 1999 prices for valid comparison of costs. The capital and operational costs were inflated 
to 1999 prices using the GDP deflator estimated by the Central Bank of Sri Lanka. The costs of 
treatment per cubic meter of flow were also calculated. An estimate of the costs was also made using 
data from China and India. The basis for this estimation is provided in Table 2. 
Table 2: Basis for Est imates of Treatment Cost (Rs /m 3 ) 
Treatment System Operational Cost Capital Cost Total Cost 
Physico-Chemical 13.00 10.00 23,00 
Biological 7.00 5.00 12.00 
Biological & Physico- Chemical 19.00 13.00 32.00 
Biological, Physico-Chemical & Tertiary 21.00 15.00 36.00 
Preliminary 5.00 3.00 8.00 
Source: EA1P-DHV based on data from China & India 
The actual capital and operational cost of industries for which data was available is presented in 
Annex 3. For comparative purposes, the estimated capital and operational costs based on Table 2 are 
presented in parenthesis in the last column, for the same industries. 
Annex 3 shows that five industries are below estimated costs of treatment while one equals the 
estimated cost. In the balance eight industries, actual costs are higher than estimated treatment costs. 
Thus a majority of the plants appear to have been installed at higher than average costs in other 
developing countries. An analysis of treatment cost per cubic meter of wastewater flow showed that 
the highest cost treatment plants were in the petroleum, rubber and pharmaceuticals sectors, while the 
lowest were in the textile sector. 
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A.5 PROPOSED LOAD-BASED LICENSE FEE SCHEME 
A.5.1 Choice of Parameters in formulation of LLF scheme 
Earlier it was argued that the parameter COD is probably better than BOD in the formulation of LLF. 
Out of the several parameters, the oxygen consuming parameters have been largely used in developed 
and developing countries. In the Netherlands, an attempt has been made to convert other critical 
parameters like heavy metals in terms of COD. Therefore, initially the oxygen-consuming parameters 
were generally considered for formulating the charges in Sri Lanka as well. According to the Sri 
Lanka Standards, the oxygen consuming substances are COD, BOD and Nitrogen. Using nitrogen is 
too early and therefore, either COD or BOD or both were initially considered for use in the 
formulation. 
In addition to the above findings, it was observed that one metal industry would not be covered either 
under the BOD or COD standard as values of COD and BOD in the raw effluent were very much 
lower than the standard values. Data from the pilot study, presented in Table 3, provided some 
guidance for selection. 
Table 3 : Guidance for Selection of Parameters 
Parameter Advantage Disadvantage R e m a r k s 
COD • Captures all oxygen 
consuming substances. 
• Presence of other 
parameters like 
toxic/hazardous 
substance will not 
affect the value. 
• More reliable testing 
method. 
• This is a critical 
parameter used in the 
design of certain type 
of effluents. 
• Prior to treatment, the value 
of COD of 1 food industries, 
1 textile washing industry, 1 
hotel industry and 1 combined 
treatment plant of an 
Industrial Estate was below 
the discharge standards for 
COD while meeting the BOD 
standards. Therefore these 
industries would be excluded 
from a scheme based on COD 
only. 
• These excluded 
industries are high 
effluent generating 
industries. The 
number of such 
industries is also 
high in Sri Lanka. 
Therefore, such 
industries should 
not be excluded 
from any scheme 
formulated. 
BOD • Include industries that 
escape from the COD 
parameter. 
• This is a critical 
parameter used in the 
design of certain type 
of effluents. 
• It does not capture all oxygen 
consuming substances. 
• Presence of other parameters 
like toxic/hazardous 
substance will affect the 
\ value. 
•
N
 The testing method is not 
reliable as COD. 
• The value before treatment of 
2 chemical industries and 4 
textile industries was below 
the discharge standards for 
while meeting the COD 
standards. Therefore, such 
industries would be excluded 
from a scheme based on BOD 
only. 
• This parameter 
could not be used 
for all industries 
since this value is 
below the standard 
value for most 
chemical and textile 
industries which are 
considered very 
high polluting 
industries by the 
way of effluent 
generation. 
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A.5.2 LLF formulae 
The test results show that COD is a better parameter than BOD for use as a basis for the charge under 
the LLF scheme, since the COD to BOD ratio is high before as well as after treatment. This however, 
does not mean that meeting the COD standard would ensure that the standard for BOD would be met. 
There are some industries that are already meeting the standard for COD before treatment but not 
meeting the standard for BOD. Therefore, it is better to consider BOD also, as a basis for the charge in 
those cases. In order to accommodate these observations we suggest that two tiered rates option be 
considered in the calculation of the LLF for the proposed LLF Scheme: 
Under this two tiered rates option, it is proposed that industries meeting the standards are to be levied 
a low nominal rate, and those not meeting the standards are to be levied a penal rate. The rates can be 
decided on the basis of cost of establishing and operating waste treatment plants. The penal rate could 
be up to five times or more than the nominal rate. Even industries meeting the standards should be 
levied charges, as it would provide incentives to further reduce pollution, recycle wastewater, improve 
housekeeping and introduce low waste production methods. Therefore such industries would be given 
economic incentives to reduce pollution even below the standards. The formulae below explain how 
the LLF should be calculated. 
Formula - 1.1: When an industry is meeting both BOD and COD standards 
LLF = (COD x F x 10~3) x RN 
Formula - 1.2: When an industry is meeting COD standard but not the BOD standard 
LLF = (BOD x F x 10~3) x rp 
Formula - 1.3: When an industry is not meeting the COD standard regardless of the BOD standard. 
LLF = (CODxFx 10" 3)xr p 
Where, LLF - Load-based License Fee in Rs./period concerned (I year) 
COD - The actual COD of the discharging wastewater, in mg/1 
BOD - The actual BOD of the discharging wastewater, in mg/1 
F - Flow in m3/period concerned (I year) 
r n - Nominal rate calculated based on cost of inspection. 
r p - Penal rate calculated based on the cost of treatment [could be greater than or equal to 
five times the r n (COD/BOD ratio at standard limits) ] 
It is recommended that some incentives be offered initially for reduction of pollution and optimisation 
of the existing treatment systems by levying nominal rates when meeting the standards. For industries 
not meeting the standard the penal rate would apply. In order to reduce the impact of a high increase in 
the EPL fee that may result if the scheme is implemented in total, the charges may be applied in stages 
for industries not meeting the standards. When the situation becomes stabilized over a period of time, 
the charging rate can be brought to the original value proposed under the scheme. 
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Selection of the Suitable Formula (Two tired rates) for LLF Calculation for an Industry 
Actual COD & BOD 
values of an Industry 
See whether COD 
standard is met 
if no 
LLF = (CODxFx lO'^ xfy 
LLF = (COD x F x 10 3) x r„ 
The above formulae were derived after many calculations based on the trial and error method in MS 
Excel. Calculations using different rates are attached in Annex 2. These calculations show that a few 
industries will be required to pay below Rs. 750/= and many industries will need to pay more than Rs. 
750/= which is the current EPL fee charged from every industry regardless of their size and pollution 
level. Therefore, it is recommended this fee may be increased to Rs 1,000/= for both high and low 
polluting industries to meet the administration expenses of the CEA. The LLF will be additional to this 
fee. 
A.5.3 Charging rates 
In order to keep the system as simple as possible, a two tiered charging system is proposed. The 
nominal rate (r„) will apply to those industries meeting the prescribed standards, while the penal rate 
will apply (r p) to those not meeting the standards. The actual rates to be used but in order to provide 
proper incentives for industries to establish treatment plants the rates must be close to that of the cost 
of establishment and operation of such plants. If the charge is too low, the industries which are not 
meeting the standards, would opt to pay'the fee rather than establish treatment plants. However, since 
the law regarding standards still apply, the CEA has the option to take the offender to court for not 
meeting the standards. Thus one could still opt for a lower penal rate than proposed. However in this 
case, the CEA will be again burdened with the lengthy and difficult task of enforcement. The LLF had 
been originally proposed as a means of reducing the enforcement responsibilities of the CEA. 
Therefore setting a low penal rate would negate this objective. Another alternative would be to enforce 
these rates in stages over a fixed time period. Thus one could start from charging 20% of the proposed 
rate in year one and increase proportionately to the full amount in year five. The nominal rate to be 
charged for industries meeting the standards, has been proposed as a means of recovering the 
administrative costs of enforcement and to provide economic incentives for further reduction of 
pollution loads below even the standards through better housekeeping, recycling of wastewater, better 
processing (greener production), etc. N
 x 
Actual operational and capital costs of wastewater treatment plants were used to calculate cost of 
treating per cubic meter of wastewater and COD load for each industry. Based on these costs, penal 
rates per kg of COD was arrived at Rs. 31 as shown in Annex 4. 
The nominal rate should be five times or more less than penal rate and therefore the nominal rate can 
be Rs 6 or less. However, the total charge per annum at nominal rate of Rs.6 is very high and therefore 
this rate must be selected from the sheets given in Annex 5. These sheets were prepared on MS Excel 
using trial and error method. 
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The difference between the nominal and penal rates can be widened or reduced, depending on the 
economic incentive to be provided to industries for establishing treatment plants. The larger the 
difference, the higher the incentive for industries to set up treatment systems. 
A.5.4 Implementation 
Using a market based instrument for improving environment is a new concept for Sri Lanka. The 
success or failure of the proposed LLF scheme will largely depend on the political will to implement 
such a scheme and the institutional capacity to enforce it. In order to improve the chances of success of 
implementing the LLF scheme, there should be political commitment to environmental improvement 
and the use of economic instrument/incentives for this purpose. Further there should be a clear and 
consistent legal basis for implementing pollution charges and consensus among key stakeholders on 
environmental policy objectives and instruments. There should also be effective enforcement 
mechanisms, including broad political support and public pressure and sufficient institutional capacity 
of implementing agencies to ensure the success of the scheme. 
For the proper implementation of a Load-based License Fee Scheme, in addition to the economic 
aspects, there are several technical aspects of the scheme that require consideration. An important 
issue is how do we measure the load accurately. An accurate measure of load, is a pre-requisite for the 
successful implementation of the scheme. The pollution load has to be measured for each individual 
industry that is brought under this scheme. Data on total flow of wastewater as well as the 
characteristics of wastewater at the poimt of discharge point have to be obtained for the proper 
estimation of the load. The discharge flow could be measured continuously using flow meters or 
estimated by determining a water discharge factor for each industry through a regular water audit. The 
latter is possible since production details or inventories are maintained in all factories. The discharge 
factor can be corrected when updating information on each industry. 
The determination of the average characteristics of the wastewater discharge is another critical 
requirement for estimating pollution load of individual industries. Many industries do not have a 
suitable point for collection of a representative sample. Sometimes the discharge point is also not 
easily accessible. The estimation shoulld be done with care to obtain reliable data since online 
measurement is not possible and frequentt laboratory analysis is also expensive and time consuming. 
This highlights the need for setting up a programme for monitoring the characteristics and flow of 
wastewater by the individual industry concerned. 
Prior to implementation of the LLF Scheme, the industries should be requested to send the initial 
information as given in Annex 6 and then the CEA would make an inspection to industries and 
undertake the necessary tests and the measurements of flow etc. needed for determining charges. The 
LLF would be determined on the basis of ithe formulae given in section 5.2. It is proposed that after the 
initial testing done by the CEA, it wouldl be the responsibility of the industry to self-monitoring the 
wastewater flow and characteristics. A lowering of pollution load certified by any institution or 
laboratory authorised or accredited for testing wastewater by the CEA or SLSI, would entitle the 
industry to apply for reduced charges. However, the onus would be on the industries to show that they 
have reduced the pollution load. 
At the beginning of implementation of LLF scheme, the staff of the CEA will be required to provide 
substantial inputs to complete all the initial inspections and tests in order to compute the LLF to be 
paid by each industry. The workload of the staff would be reduced considerably after the initial 
inspections are completed, since subsequent inspections will be required only if there is a need to 
verify the test results provided by the client. The polluting industry will have the right to apply for 
reduced charges if it feels that its pollution load has been inaccurately assessed or if there is a decline 
in pollution load due to improved operation or new facilities. Under normal circumstances, the 
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certification provided by the accredited or authorised private/public sector, testing institutions would 
be accepted by the CEA or SLSI when considering an application for a reduction in charges. However, 
the CEA would have the right to undertake a fresh inspection or laboratory analysis prior to deciding 
on any reduction of charges. 
The charges may be imposed gradually in stages or with immediate effect. It is proposed that 
implementing the LLF scheme in stages would be the better option as it would not impose an 
immediate and heavy financial burden on industries, that are currently not meeting the standards. 
Implementing in stages would give time for the industries to make the necessary changes if any, 
needed in the treatment system for more accurate measurement of the flow and other tests. A phased 
implementation of the charges under the LLF would also allow time for industries to adjust to the new 
economic environment under which they can operate in the future. Also it could avoid the situation 
where industries may have to face closure as a direct result of the immediate imposition of the LLF, 
and cause other social problems. Phased implementation would also give time for private/public sector 
environmental testing institutions to gear themselves for meeting the demand for testing and 
monitoring that would be created by implementing LLF. 
For the successful implementation of LLF, quality laboratories (CEA-approved or SLSI-accredited) 
are needed for providing the industries with the required analytical reports needed by the CEA. 
Currently there are only a few institutions with the capacity and skills to undertake environmental 
testing and analysis. Over time, the demand for such services would increase as a result of the 
implementation of LLF and would provide the necessary incentives for other firms to come in to the 
market. Existing laboratories would also have incentives for upgrading or expanding' their services. 
The frequency of obtaining analytical reports from industries will be specified by the CEA. Bills for 
the LLF will be prepared on a specified format using the proposed EPL database system on a 
quarterly, biennial or yearly basis. 
It is proposed that a pollution control fund (PCF) be set up with the revenues collected from the LLF. 
Such funds like PCAF and e-friends have already been established in the banking sector of Sri Lanka 
recently. This could be either revived or a new fund set up to be administered by an independent body. 
The funds should be utilised for pollution control activities in Sri Lanka. A major part of the fees 
collected from LLF scheme should be allocated to this independently managed fund. The fund would 
provide soft loans for individual industries that do not have access to common systems, to set up 
wastewater treatment plants. 
A mechanism to collect fees under the LLF scheme needs to be established within the institutional 
framework of the CEA. At present the CEA collects EPL fees on an annual basis when issuing new or 
renewed EPLs. In addition the CEA charges inspection fees for site approval for new projects. There is 
no fee charged for inspection of pollution complaints. While the CEA will continue to levy the EPL 
fee and inspection charge for site clearance, it will also have to set up an effective collecting 
mechanism for LLF if this scheme is to be successfully implemented. One suggestion made is that the 
fee should be channelled either through the Ceylon Electricity Board (CEB) or the National water 
Supply and Drainage Board (NWSDB). In essence, the CEB /NWSDB will include the pollution 
charges in its bill and collect the same through its established network for collection of 
electricity/water charges. The collected pollution charges will be forwarded to the proposed pollution 
control fund, after deducting administrative overheads for such collection. It has been suggested that 
either power or water supplies should be cut off for non-payment of LLF, after giving the offender 
sufficient warning and a grace period for payment. 
If the payment scheme through the CEB/NWSDB is not acceptable an alternative mechanism should 
be established within the CEA to collect LLF. This would necessitate the allocation of additional 
manpower and facilities for collection purposes. The calculation of LLF will be the responsibility of 
the CEA in the case of collection either by the CEA, CEB or NWSDB. The calculation of charges will 
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be based on the formula developed by the consultants. Initial values of discharge parameters (COD, 
BOD and rate of flow) should be estimated by inspection and laboratory testing of wastewater 
discharges. If this is not possible, these values must be estimated based on standard emission factors 
applicable elsewhere. This Presumptive (estimated) pollution charge could be later replaced by values 
based on actual discharge when proper sampling and analysis methods are standardized and accredited 
laboratory facilities become available. 
Once the charges have been estimated, the rates payable will have to be communicated to the industry 
concerned. The payment could be made monthly, quarterly, biannually, or annually, at the discretion 
of the CEA. If there is a dispute regarding the charges, this must be resolved between the industry and 
the CEA. Penalty for non-payment should be determined according to the available statute. If the 
statute cannot accommodate either the charges or the penalties to be imposed, then it has to be revised 
or amended accordingly. 
A decision as to whether the fees collected should be deposited to a pollution control fund should be 
taken early. If so, it is necessary to establish a system for administering the fund, either within or 
outside of the CEA. Part of the collection may be utilised for administration purposes, while the bulk 
should go for financing waste treatment plants or common waste treatment facilities. If such a fund 
cannot be set up under the existing statute, then the statute should be amended or revised to 
accommodate this. 
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A.6 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A.6.1 Results of Sampling 
• The study encountered difficulties in measurement of flow and in obtaining a representative 
sample due to inaccessibility of discharge points as well as the lack of a single discharge point. 
• Nearly half of the sample of industries selected had no treatment facilities. / 
• About half (13) of the sampled industries had secondary (biological) treatment facilities, mostly in 
the food and rubber sectors, with the two common waste treatment facilities using combined 
biological treatment. Another third of the industries had primary (physico-chemical) treatment 
facilities, mostly in the textile, metal & chemical sectors. Both primary and secondary treatment 
was used in about 10% of the industries, divided between chemical, tanning and textiles. About 
10% of the sample comprising of service stations used oil traps and sedimentation. 
• About a third of the sampled industries with treatment facilities did not meet the standards. Most 
of the food and rubber industries met the standards, while most of the chemical industries failed to 
meet the standards. All except one industry in the textile sector met the standards, while one 
industrial estate did not meet the standards. 
• The highest loads were in the industries with the highest flows, mainly in the textile, followed by 
food and chemicals sectors. 
• Only about a third of the sampled industries provided details of cost of treatment. Even the data on 
costs provided had gaps in information, such as the lack of break-up of costs, approximation of 
costs, lack of either capital or operating costs etc. 
A.6.2 Results of Financial Analysis 
• In about 60% the industries, which provided cost information, treatment costs were higher than the 
costs estimated using Chinese and Indian data. The costs of treatment of other industries were 
below estimated costs. 
• The highest cost treatment plants were in the petroleum, rubber and pharmaceuticals sectors, while 
the lowest were in the textile sector. 
• The cost of treatment varied from a low of Rs 10/m3 in a textile industry to a high of Rs 253/m 3 in 
the petroleum refinery. Estimated cost of treatment varied between Rs 8- 32 per m 3. 
• Operational cost was higher than capital costs in all except three industries. It ranged from one to 
eight times the cost of capital or 10% to 90% of the total cost. Compared to this estimated 
operational cost was about twice that of capital cost or 65% of the total cost. 
• The penal rate is approximately Rs. 31. Only seven actual data industrial (Unilever, Lion Brewery, 
Ole Spring, Newdale, Cold Stores, Hanwella Rubber and Osprey) were used for this calculation 
because other industrial data vary very much. 
• The nominal rate can be Rs. 0.5 to 1. 
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A.6.3 Recommendations 
• It is recommended to change the name of the title 'LLF Scheme' as "Wastewater or Effluent 
Charges" because the EPL is issued not only to wastewater discharging industries but also to non-
wastewater discharging industries which cause noise, air emission, etc. Therefore, the current EPL 
Scheme should not be disturbed and this effluent charge (i.e. the above discussed LLF) will be an 
additional charge that will be billed to industries quarterly, biannually or annually. Like this any 
other charges (for example air emission charges) can be incorporated without disturbing the EPL 
Scheme. 
• As discussed before, it is unfortunate that the industrialists can not be opted for paying effluent 
charges and discharging without meeting the standards since common collection and treatment 
systems are not available in Sri Lanka. Therefore, the industries should meet the standards and if 
not meeting the standards, industries will be given a time period to meet the standards while 
charging high effluent charges. Payment by the industry or clarification with justification by the 
industries within the specified period will be the proof of the characteristics of the wastewater 
discharged. 
• A two tiered system of LLF is recommended. This would consist of a nominal rate for those 
meeting the standards and a penal rate for those industries that are below the standard. 
• Effluent Charge (EC) calculation Procedure is recommended by the following process diagram: 
\ 
Selection of the Suitable Formula (Two tired rates) (or LLF Calculation for an Industry 
I Actual COD & BOD 
values of an Industry 
See whether COD 
standard is met 
if no 
EC = (COD x F x 10 "•Wp 
+\ EC = (CODxFx 10 J ) x m 
Where, EC - Effluent Charge in Rs./period concerned (1 year) 
COD - The actual COD of the discharging wastewater, in mg/1 
BOD - The actual BOD of the discharging wastewater, in mg/1 
F - Flow in m3/period concerned (I year) 
r„ - Nominal rate calculated based on cost of inspection. 
r p - Penal rate calculated based on the cost of treatment [could be greater than or equal to 
five times the r„ (COD/BOD ratio at standard limits) ] 
• CEA should continue to monitor the other key parameters in the wastewater since this charging 
system contains only BOD and COD. 
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A.6.4 Implementation of LLF Scheme 
• The LLF scheme should be implemented in stages. The penal rates being applied at 20% of the 
full rate in year one and increasing by 20% each year so as to reach the full rate by the fifth year. 
• A pollution control fund (PCF) should be established with the revenue collected by the LLF and 
used for advancing loans for treatment plants or other environmental management activities. At 
least 80% of the revenue should be credited to this fund. 
• The fee should be assessed by the CEA and collected by another state agency such as the CEB or 
NWSDB for which they be paid some administrative costs. 
• Penalty for non-payment could be either cutting off of electricity or water supplies depending on 
who undertakes the collection. The legal aspects should be examined prior to implementation. 
• The CEA or SLSI should provide training and other assistance for upgrading the private sector 
capacity in laboratory and consultancy services. Accreditation of environmental testing 
laboratories should be accelerated to meet the demand for such services when LLF is 
implemented. 
• Standard emission factors should be worked out for all industrial sectors (guidelines are given in 
Annex 7 for determining emission factors). 
• The CEA staff and facilities should be strengthened to undertake the implementation of LLF 
Scheme. 
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SECTION B: 
REVIEW OF THE PILOT STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS AND LLF 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 
B.1 THE OBJECTIVE OF THE REVIEW 
A detailed proposal with recommendations was made for the introduction of the Load Based Licensing 
Fee Scheme based on the on the pilot study carried out using 57 industries in the Kelani Basin. 
The purposes of this review are as follows. 
• Check the complexity of the proposal/recommendations in terms of implementation and 
operational aspects and carry out suitable modifications to make the scheme simple and 
equitable as far as possible. 
• Develop a strategic framework for implementation of the scheme 
• Identify what further steps are required for the successful implementation of the scheme. 
The views of the CEA regarding the proposed scheme was obtained through series of discussions with 
the officers in the Pollution Control Division as well as with Mr. Bandarathilake the Deputy Director 
General of the CEA. 
B.2 MODIFICATIONS PROPOSED TO THE LLF SCHEME AND 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 
Based on the review following modifications were made to the proposed LLF scheme. These 
modification forms the implementation strategy for the LLF. 
B.2.1 Method of Fee Calculation 
The proposal based on the pilot study recommended the.LLF calculation method to be based on both 
the COD and BOD loads. However, during the review it was revealed that using only COD as the fee 
calculation criteria is a more sensible approach. The reasons include (a) difficulty in BOD testing and 
simplicity of COD testing, (b) inclusion of the BOD will not make significant change to the fees 
because for very large majority of industries the fee will be determined by the COD load, and (c) 
limiting the COD calculation will significantly reduces the complexity of calculation method and 
paper work. 
Accordingly following method is proposed for the LLF calculation. 
The LLF calculation will be based only on the COD Load. As COD capture only carbonaceous 
oxygen demand at a later stage the Kjeldahl Nitrogen will also be added to the fee calculation. Timing 
on the inclusion of KjeldahJ Nitrogen to the LLF will be determined later. 
The calculation of the fee is based on Equation 1 and Equation 2 
Equation 1: LLF = (COD x F x 10 3) x r„ (when COD concentration in the effluent is below the 
discharge standard for COD) 
Equation 2: LLF = (COD x F x 103) x r p (when COD concentration in the effluent is above 
the discharge standard for COD) 
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Equation 1: LLF = (COD x F x 103) x rn 
Equation 2: LLF = (COD x F x 103) x r p 
COD = COD of the discharge wastewater in mg/1 
F = Flow Rate in cubic meters per year 
r n = Nominal Rate (Rs 6.00 per kg of COD) 
r p = Penal Rate (Rs. 31.00 per kg of BOD or COD) 
LLF = Fee per Year (in Rupees) 
Annex 8 gives the Work Sheet for fee calculation 
B.2.2 Estimation of Parameters 
The fee calculation requires measurement of COD and Flow. Pilot study recommends development of 
standard emission factors for industries. Following decisions have been taken in order to simplify the 
process. 
• Industrialist should be responsible for setting up arrangements for measurement of flow and 
waste strength. 
• The CEA has the right to decide the flow and strength based on secondary parameters or 
emission factors if accurate measurements are not possible. 
• The CEA has right to accept measurements made by accredited lab and carry out own 
measurements for verification. 
• The responsibility of proving their specific pollution levels, if disagree with the CEA will rest 
on the industries. 
B.2.3 Nominal and Penal Rates 
The CEA considers that it is important that the LLF scheme to be fair and equitable approach 
dedicated to pollution control. The CEA does not envisage profit from the program. Thus the nominal 
rate proposed in the pilot project was reduced so that only the expected administrative cost is 
recovered from those who meet the standards. However, small rise in the nominal fee is proposed to 
cover the increase in the administrative cost. Only a small rise in The proposed penal rate for violators 
was raised so that they are encouraged to adopt pollution control measures. The agreed upon rates are 
as follows. 
a) The minimum fee is Rupees 1000.00. It was decided to fix the minimum fee at Rs. 1000.00. 
This is only to recover the basic administrative costs. 
b) The penal rate will be Rs. 50 per kg of COD load. It was decided to increase the penal rate 
to Rs. 50 per kg of BOD from Rs. 31. This decision was made because the estimated cost of 
removal of 1 Kg of COD is Rs. 31. Thus industry does not have real incentive to treat the 
waste, instead they can pay the penalty and continue to pollute. 
c) The nominal rate will be 60 cents per kg of COD at the first year. The nominal rate will be 
increased by 20 cents in the next two years. Therefore the nominal rate will be Rupees 1.00 
per kg of COD load in the third year. Thus nominal rate has been reduced from earlier Rs. 
6.00 to 60 cents at the beginning and then increased to Rs 1.00 at the end of the 3 r d year. It was 
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estimated that CEA (present) revenue is break-even at the nominal rate of 60 cents. At this 
stage an increase to the nominal fee is no envisaged after the third year (See Annex 9). 
B.2.4 Starting Year 
Although year 2004 was recommended by the pilot study to start the implementation of the program 
during the review it was agreed that the participating institutions do not have sufficient time to be 
ready for the LLF implementation by that time. Therefore it was decided to extend the implementation 
date as January 1 s t 2005. 
B.2.5 Grace Period 
A grace period of one year will be granted to all high polluting industries to install wastewater 
treatment systems and to take measures to reduce the COD load. During this grace period all high 
polluting industries will be charged the nominal rate at 60 cents per kg of COD. 
B.2.6 Industry Coverage 
Pilot study made two proposals regarding the implementation of "the LLF scheme with respect to 
industry coverage. They are: , 
a) Apply the program initially to Kelani River Basin only. 
b) Apply the program initially to High Polluting Industries in the entire country and extend to the 
other industries later. 
It was decided that program should have countrywide application to prevent any imbalance in 
industrial investment in regions and also to maintain equitable approach to its implementation. 
Accordingly, following plan was decided. 
• Apply the program initially only to the high polluting industries. The CEA will be responsible 
for the implementation of the LLF program for these industries. The number of high polluting 
industries in the country is about 1800. 
• The other industries will be brought into the scheme in three years from the start. Local 
Authorities to be responsible for the implementation of the LLF for low polluting industries 
within their respective areas. Institutional capacity of the local authorities will be improved to 
implement the LLF scheme effectively. 
B.2.7 Fee Collection 
The pilot study made several suggestions as mechanisms of collecting pollution fee. They also include 
collecting the fee along side the utility bills. However, it was agreed that they are difficult to 
implement and could be confusing. As such following mechanism was agreed to collect the fee. 
a) All high polluting industries by the CEA. 
b) All low polluting industries by the respective local authority. 
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B.2.8 LLF Fund 
The Pilot Study proposes to establish an LLF fund to assist industries in pollution control investments. 
However, details of the fund's objectives, fund administration, were not determined at that stage. 
Following recommendations are given with regard to the fund: 
a) Fund should be legally established under the management of the CEA 
b) All fees collected to be credited to the fund. 
c) Fund will meet the administrative cost of the EPL program incurred by the CEA and the Local 
Authorities ' 
d) Fund to disburse money for programs on pollution prevention including education and awareness, 
pilot studies, research, provide soft loans for industries to establish water pollution reduction and 
treatment systems, assist projects that helps to improve the water quality, provide financial 
support for common wastewater treatment systems and similar activities, etc. 
B.2.9 Discharge Standards 
The discharge standards established under the Environmental Protection Act will continue to apply. 
B.3 COMMENTS OF THE WORLD BANK 
By e-mail dated 09/11/2002 the World Bank Review Specialist gave the following comments on the 
Draft LLF Report: 
/. The report makes some good suggestions regarding institutional arrangements, but lacks an 
assessment of their feasibility. This should has been the be the starting point - success of the LLF 
program depends on whether adequate institutional arrangements can be developed, and not so 
much on technical details of setting charges (which can be modified and improved in due course, if 
the policy and institutional framework is correct and enabling). 
i 
2. What about modifying standards and setting them on the load basis, not as concentrations ? 
Incentive-type pollution charges are usually applied to facilitate compliance with a program of 
phasing-in stricter load-based standards. Revenue raising water pollution charges are also usually 
based on the need to generate sufficient funds to support stricter discharge standards for various 
users. Economic instruments, at least in successful programs, are ALWAYS a tool to support 
compliance with well-designed standards, not a substitute for standards. This issue is missing in 
the proposal. 
3. What is the objective of introducing LLF? I believe it is to reduce pollution load into the river and 
improve environmental performance of industries. In this case, what are specific load reduction 
targets the program aims to achieve in a time-bound manner? Without these clear environmental 
targets, it will be difficult to gauge success and even set the right level of fees. 
4. Fee level. Within standard, the fee should simply cover administrative costs of running the program 
(including incremental cost of monitoring and enforcement associated with the program). A fee 
component to provide additional incentives to reduce effluent can be considered a later stage of the 
program, but at the beginning it is more important to focus on bring gross violators in compliance. 
As discussed, there is no reason to phase in penalty rate (which at low levels simply deplete 
company resources to invest in pollution control) without clear load reduction targets. A better 
way is to: 
(a) set a clear load reduction target for a given year (which allows for a realistic time to achieve 
the target/build treatment facilities), 
(b) set the rate at marginal cost of achieving this target, and . „ f ^ ^ f ^ ^ O 
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(c) announce the introduction of the rate from the year the target is set for. 
Unfortunately, despite good technical analysis, with the issues unresolved, I do not see how the 
scheme can perform. There may be a need for afresh round of stocktaking and identifying real local 
champions for this initiative if any. 
These comments can be addressed as follows. 
1. The feasibility of the proposed LLF system finds it's rationale in the level of the imposed tariffs. 
On balance, after an implementation period of about 5 years, the tariff will be higher than the cost 
of wastewater treatment without any government contribution, so the system is supposed to be self-
supporting and sustainable on the long run. 
2. In the EA1P Project, new wastewater discharge standards are proposed, as internationally 
customary based on the best available technology not entailing excessive cost (BATNEC). These 
standards are by nature concentration based and reflect the efficiency that modern wastewater 
treatment systems can achieve. So despite the LLF system, every industry can sooner or later be 
forced to comply with these discharge standards. The remaining pollution load will however be 
controlled by the LLF tariff that stimulates to reduce this load as far as possible to reduce the LLF 
fee. 
3. The LLF system is a generic system, and is not based on the assimilation capacity of the receiving 
surface water. Such approach requires a river basin management study for each receiving river 
basin in Sri Lanka. This was not in the scope of the EA1P project. The LLF system is meant to 
charge a realistic fee for discharge of wastewater that will make it more profitable for industries to 
treat their wastewater than to discharge it untreated and to pay the fee. 
4. We endorse in principle the statement that in case of compliance with the standards the LLF fee 
should only cover administrative costs of running the program. Such a fee is already charged by 
ordinance to every company - regardless whether they are in compliance or not - at the issuing and 
renewal of the Environmental Protection License (EPL). But as stated under item 2, the LLF 
system is also intended to reduce the waste load, even when the standards are being met. This is 
why there is still a (small) load-based fee proposed, to be charged in cases of compliance. 
Especially for industries discharging large amounts of wastewater, it can be profitable to reduce the 
waste load further than is necessary for meeting the national discharge standards. 
The suggestion to set clear reduction targets per company is appealing, however this requires an 
individual and time-consuming approach, and as explained earlier, the LLF system is by nature 
generic. During the introduction period however, the yearly increasing fee, up to or even higher 
than the level of actual treatment cost, is supposed to work as an incentive to stimulate the industry 
to expedite their treatment efforts, just to save money. The proposed introduction period is intended 
to let the industry get used to the new, quite costly system, and to give them time to development 
and implement their wastewater management scheme. After the introduction period every company 
that does not meet the standards be subject to legal enforcement, such as penalties or even closure 
of the enterprise. But as a more practical and hopefully more effective tool to prevent lengthy and 
often not satisfying juridical procedures, is offered by the LLF Scheme. 
We do not share the assumption of the World Bank Specialist that the proposed system would not 
work, because such systems are implemented and effective in many other countries. That is why the 
Study Tour was arranged to 2 Western and 2 Eastern countries), to evaluate the applied methodology 
and effectiveness by Sri Lankan stakeholders, and LLF schemes are undoubtedly of great importance 
to reduce industrial wastewater pollution. 
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SECTION C: 
RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON LLF STUDY TOURS 
C.1 INTRODUCTION 
Two Study Groups visited the Netherlands, Poland, Malaysia and the Philippines to study the 
implementation of LLF Schemes in the respective countries. Members of the Study Groups met 
several times at the CEA office together with the CEA officials and the consultants to discuss the 
replicability of those schemes to Sri Lanka. All members agreed the Philippines model is the most 
appropriate for this country with some modifications. 
The following paragraph explains the application of LLF Schemes in the Philippines. 
C.2 STUDY VISIT ON USER-FEE CHARGE SCHEME IN PHILIPPINES 
C.2.1 Introduction 
The World Bank's Environmental sector study (1993) recommended that the Philippines could adopt a 
system of economic incentives to address high-priority environmental issues, particularly the problem 
of deteriorating water quality of the country's lakes, rivers and coastal areas. Under the auspices of the 
Metropolitan Environment Improvement Program, an action program for the introduction of economic 
incentives to promote water pollution prevention and abatement in the Philippines was prepared in 
1996. This action program presented the design for a pollution charge program that integrated an 
economic incentive mechanism to promote water pollution prevention and abatement with existing 
water quality and industrial wastewater treatment permitting programs. 
It was recommended that a pollution charge program be implemented nationwide. To identify and 
address the issues associated with implementing the program and integrating it into the existing 
regulatory framework, the program would be phased in over five-year period. Phase I of the program 
would be expanded nation wide during phase II. It was decided that Laguna de Bay is the preferred 
site for Phase I. There was an urgent need to address declining water quality in the lake and the 
Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA) had a unique legal authority and institutional structure 
that gives it the ability to implement the proposed pollution charge program without further enabling 
legislation. Furthermore LLDA was administratively attached to the Department of Environment & 
Natural Resources, facilitating to transfer it's experience in phase I. 
C.2.2 Description of the water basin 
Laguna de Bay is a shallow freshwater lake located 15 km Southeast of Metro Manila. It is the largest 
freshwater lake in the Philippines and the second largest in Southeast Asia, with an area of 
approximately 90,000 ha and a shoreline of 220 km. It serves a variety of uses, including open fishing 
and aquaculture, barging of fuel and transport, irrigation, industrial cooling, power generation, flood 
control, receiving body for point and non- point pollution loads, tourism/ recreation, and support for 
livestock, poultry and ducks. 
The lake has four bays, the West, Central, East and the South bays. The lake forms a natural detention 
reservoir for discharges from surrounding waterways. While 21 major tributaries flow into the lake, 
the only outlet for water from the lake is the 24 km long Pasig River, which is joined at its southern 
end by the confluence of the Napindan canal and the Marikana River. Overall the lake is very shallow. 
It has an average depth of 2.8 meters, although its bottom sediments may exceed 3 meters in certain 
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areas. The main water volume is 3 . 2 billion cubic meters. The lake reaches its maximum water level of 
11 .0 - 12 .5 meters during the cool dry months. The retention time for water in the lake is 
approximately one year. 
The lake basin area is about 3 , 8 0 0 square km and includes a drainage basin that encompasses about 
3 6 0 km 2 of urban and industrial area that spread outward from Metro Manila. The regions traditional 
land use pattern is compact urban areas surrounded by agricultural areas. The prospect of using the 
lake as a potential source of domestic water supply remains the core of all management strategies for 
the Laguna de Bay, requiring that the quality of water in the lake be upgraded from class C (Suitable 
for fisheries) to class A (suitable for domestic supply) 
C.2.3 Factors contributing to the pollution load of Laguna de Bay. 
The major pollutants affecting this water body are biological oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended 
slides (TSS), high nutrient level, toxic and hazardous substances (THS), temperature and oil and 
grease. 
The decline in water quality is most notable in the dry season, when wastewater is the only significant 
source of inflow into the lake. The pollution sources effecting the lake include municipalities, 
industry, fisheries livestock and poultry and agriculture / urban run - off. 
C.2.4 Industrial composition of the Laguna de Bay region. 
Because of their different production processes and resulting pollution outputs the make up of the 
industries in the region is important in understanding its environmental conditions and for assessing 
the impact of a pollution charge system. The number of industrial facilities in the region has increased 
almost five- fold since 1 9 7 0 . Although the exact number of unregistered firms, it is expected that in 
1 9 9 4 there were approximately 1 5 0 0 firms in the lake basin. 
Table 4: Number of industrial plants in the Laguna de Bay Region. (1988) 
Type of Industry Total % of total 
Beverage 6 0 . 5 0 
Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals 9 7 8 . 1 0 
Distillery 6 0 . 5 0 
Electrical & Electronics 5 6 4 . 6 7 
Food and food processing 1 3 4 1 1 . 1 9 
Leather and Miscellaneous 7 8 6 . 5 1 
Metals 8 9 7 . 4 3 
Non - metals and minerals 1 0 2 8 . 5 1 
Paper and pulp 2 9 2 . 4 2 
Rubber, Plastic & Synthetic 8 1 6 . 7 6 
Power 7 0 . 5 8 
Textile and apparel 1 7 2 1 4 . 3 6 
Timber and wood 9 6 8 . 0 1 
Tobacco 1 0 0 . 8 3 
Transport and equipment 5 5 4 . 5 9 
Other 1 8 0 1 5 . 0 3 
Total 1198 100% 
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In 1 9 9 5 there were 8 9 3 firms in the West bay region and 6 0 % of which are considered "wet" 
industries because they discharge wastewater. 
C.2.5 Water quality management program of Laguna de Bay Development Authority 
The Laguna lake Development authority (LLDA) was created to promote balanced growth in the 
Laguna Lake area and surrounding communities. In 1 9 7 5 functions of LLDA was expanded to include 
environmental protection, and gave it powers to issue permits or clearances on the use of water 
resources. As it stands currently the declaration of policy for LLDA states; 
It is the declared policy of the state to promote and accelerate the development and balanced growth of 
the Laguna Lake area within the context of national and regional plans and policies for social and 
economic development to carry out the development of the Laguna Lake area, with due regard and 
adequate provisions for the environmental management and control, preservation of the quality of 
human life and ecological systems, and prevention of undue ecological disturbances, deterioration and 
pollution must be given precedence. 
LLDA's water quality management functions include carrying out surveys and inventories within the 
basin, including ambient monitoring, issuing, renewing or denying the authority to construct (A/C) 
and permit to operate (P/O) wastewater treatment plants and investigating conditions related to 
industrial discharges based on complaints received directly or through local government units. LLDA 
also has the authority to plan, program, finance and/ or undertake infrastructure projects such as 
wastewater and sewerage works. 
LLDA is a public corporation, which means that the majority of its corporate capital is owned by 
administrative bodies, but its structure and management principles are those of a profit-oriented 
company. LLDA relies entirely on its corporate funds to carryout its activities. 
C.2.6 Pollution charge application 
The pollution charge initially applied to industries of the approximately 1 2 0 0 industrial facilities in the 
lake region LLDA maintained information on discharge rate (flow) for some 5 3 5 facilities in 4 0 
industrial categories. Of the 5 3 5 , data on BOD concentrations were available for only 7 6 facilities. 
C.2.7 Initial Pollution charge formula 
Total charges for any industrial facility, I, comprise fixed charges plus variable loadings dependent 
charges. "
 N 
Total charge! 
- F|
 x (RBOD X L B OD)I 
Where 
F, Fixed charge per facility by facility type I (Pesos/yr) 
RBOD = Rate per unit of BOD load (pesos/kg) 
LBOD Loading of BOD in kg/yr 
in which 
LBOD 1 (CBOD X Q , X 2 5 0 ) / 1 0 6 
RBOD = f (Pollutant and Stream factor) 
CBOD = Concentration of BOD (mg/1) 
Ql Discharge of facility I (I/day) 
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250 = number of operating days/yr 
10 6 = mg/kg 
I = number of firms with non- zero discharges to Laguna de Bay. 
C.2.8 Model Assumptions and beginning conditions 
The pollution charge model for Laguna de Bay is driven by the input data set and a series of 
assumptions and baseline conditions. 
C.2.8.1 Fixed fee levels 
The model handles fixed fees as inputs. It allows the designation of any number of fixed fee categories 
and will assign differential fixed fee on that basis. The model covers two fixed fee rates, one for large 
industrial facilities and one for small industrial facilities. Any fixed fee rate is possible. In the year 1 
model run, large firms as defined as those with annual loading in excess of 3,868 (3.9 metric tons) of 
BOD 5 . In the year 2, using the same percentile out of the large firms annual BOD 5 load is 3.6 metric 
tons. 
C.2.8.2 Variable fee levels 
The model establishes two variable fee rates; a high fee rate for firms whose BOD 5 loads exceed the 
allowable loadings level and a low fee rate for firms whose BOD 5 loads are lower than this allowable 
level. The model calculates the allowable load as the product of each firm's current flow rate and the 
BOD5 concentration for all industries discharging into inland waters (class C) or 50mg/l. A firm that 
discharge wastewater with BOD 5 above 50mg/l pays the high unit charge for every kilogram of BOD 5 
discharges. A company that meet the BOD 5 standard pays the low unit charge. 
Fundamental assumption of the model is that firms will reduce their loading to the point where there 
marginal costs equal their marginal benefits. Firms an either maintain the current loadings and pay 
fees or reduce them and pay lower fees. Alternatively ways to reduce loadings include pollution 
prevention (process modification, product modification reuse, recycle, housekeeping etc.) and end of 
pipe pollution control, or a combination of prevention and control. 
The pollution charge was incorporated into annual wastewater discharge point fee. The following 
assumptions were made in setting initial fixed and variable charge levels. 
Fixed rates would be based on existing permit to operate fees and 
Variable fees would be set at three levels (above 50 mg/1, 30 - 50 mg/1, below 30 mg/1) 
Fixed charge rates: The proposed fixed charge rates are based on the fees paid by new applicants for 
a permit to operate a wastewater treatment facility. As such it replaced the existing permit to operate. 
Industrial wastewater sources are divided into three classes as follows. 
Discharge class Wastewater flow rate Fixed charge 
Large >150 mi per day P 5,300 
Medium 30 - 15 m 3 per day P 4 , 400 
Small <30 m 3 per day P 1,000 
Variable fee rates: The variable unit charge was set at three levels. Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 for 
Type 1 discharges a unit charge of P 10 /kg was assessed for BOD 5 concentrations higher than 50 mg/1 
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for all units of BOD 5 Discharged. Type 2 firms meet the class C standards (50 mg/1 of BOD 5 ) but 
which exceed the class A standard (30 mg/1 BOD) pay a lower unit charge of P 5/kg of BOD 5 for all 
units of BOD 5 discharged. Type 3 firms meeting the class A standard are assessed a normal P 1 kg 
variable unit charge thus providing a strong incentive to reduce BOD concentration to 30 mg/1 or less. 
BOD concentration Variable Unit charge 
Type 1 > 5 0 m g / l o f B O D 5 PlO/kg 
Type 2 30-50 mg/1 of BOD5 P 5 / k g 
Type 3 <30 mg/1 BOD5 P I / k g 
C.2.9 Enforcement and Sanctions 
LLDA's enforcement activities correspond to its compliance monitoring activities. It was 
recommended that the following sanctions be imposed for the corresponding violations. (See 
following page, Table -2) 
C.2.10 Financial and Revenue sharing 
Initially LLDA's share of revenues collected from the annual wastewater Discharge permit Fees and 
administrative fines assessed and collected from failure to comply with the permit conditions would be 
accounted for in a separate revenue line item in LLDA's annual statement income.and Deficit. As 
noted the revenue sharing arrangement is as follows. 
Program 
Revenue 
LLDA LGUs Envt. Mgt. 
Fund 
LGU 
Trust fund 
Fixed fees 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Variable fees 65% 5% 25% 5% 
Administrative 
Fines 
100% 0% 0% 0% 
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Table 5: Enforcement and sanctions of User Fee Charge Scheme in Philippines. 
Action First violation Subsequent violation 
Operating without a valid 
permit. 
Written notice and 30-day 
period to secure a valid 
permit. P5000 per day until 
an application is submitted. 
After 30 days ex-parte issuance of a 
cease and Desist Order. A lifting order 
is issued once a valid permit is 
secured. 
Incomplete application Written notice and 30-day 
period to resubmit complete 
application. 
After 30 days (date of permit 
renewal), P5000 per day until 
complete application is submitted. 
Failure to submit a Self-
Monitoring report on the 
specified date. 
P5000per day until Self-
Monitoring report is 
submitted. 
Same as first violation. 
Fraudulent data found in 
permit application or Self-
Monitoring report. 
Written warning and notice 
to submit permit application 
or Self-Monitoring report. 
Laboratory and/or consulting firm 
loses registration with LLDA. 
Revocation of permit. Criminal 
proceedings brought against chief 
operating officer and pollution control 
officer. 
Inspection results show BOD 
concentration or wastewater 
flow rate are grater than 
levels indicated in permit 
application. 
Written notice and call to 
technical conference to 
explain disparity in results, 
unless adequately explained 
in Self-Monitoring report. 
Variable fee for subsequent year 
recalculated on highest flow rate 
and/or BOD concentration and 
included as surcharge in permit 
renewal fee. 
Firm exceeds the established 
maximum annual pollutant 
loading level. 
Issuance of CDO until firm 
demonstrates how it intends 
to reduce loading into meet 
target for future years. 
Same. 
Inspection results show that 
other parameters exceed 
DAO 35 standards. 
Written notice and 
requirement to submit 
compliance plan within 30 
days. Pollution control 
officer is called to technical 
conference to present 
compliance plan. 
Revocation of permit. Issuance of ex-
parte Cease and Desist Order. A 
lifting order is issued once 
remediation measures are in place. 
Verification required by LLDA 
Inspection and Laboratory Analysis 
Sections. , 
Payment of assessed charges 
received after 15 day grace 
period. 
One-time penalty equivalent 
to 25% of the total charge 
assessed. 
Same as first violation. 
Payment of assessed charges 
not received after 30 days. 
Written notice notifying firm 
that permit will be revoked 
and/or a recommendation for 
CDO will be made to 
Pollution Adjudication Board 
concerned firm can 
demonstrate to the 
satisfaction of the GM that 
payment is forthcoming. 
Same as first violation. 
Failure to allow LLDA 
personnel to enter premises 
for inspection and sampling. 
P20, 000. Criminal proceedings brought against 
chief operating officer and pollution 
control officer. 
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C.2.11 Recommendations of the study Tour to Manila, Philippines 
Based on the findings of the study tour it is recommended that the Philippine system of pollution load 
- based licensing and fee system known as Environmental User Fee System (EUFS) is more 
appropriate for the Sri Lankan conditions when compared to Malaysian system and more advanced 
European systems such as the Netherlands and Poland. 
The major factors leading to the success of the LLF system in the Philippines are the following: 
Legislation 
Awareness campaign and stakeholder participation 
Institutional capacity 
Strategy adapted 
Strong political will 
Good objectives. 
It should be noted that initially they have selected a manageable area in Laguna Lake and selected an 
independent institution known as Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA). The strategy adopted 
was also simple and focus few priority industrial sectors (or industries). 
It is also observed that a separate legislation has been formulated known as Presidential Decrees and 
executive orders and have made LLDA a powerful institution over other authorities. 
After completion of the study tour the following aspects to get the Environmental User Fee (EUF) 
system off the ground in Sri Lanka were identified: 
(1) Start up policies 
a) Full Government support 
> Government adoption of the policy of EUF on the basis of "Polluters pay Principle". 
> Government acceptability. 
> Recognition of market- based instruments for pollution prevention and control; and 
internalisation into the national economy. 
> Political and Social acceptability. 
b) New legislation, regulations and / or institution. 
> A powerful coordinated Act superseding the powers of the local authorities. 
> Powerful rules and regulations. 
> Public - private sector Autonomous Institution with powers to use the fees for 
environmental improvement. 
> A revolving fund that could be utilized for environment and development. 
(c) Strategy 
> Manageable area. 
> Limit the scope of phase one to significant and polluters in Kelani Basin. 
> Reasonable fee structure. 
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> Public - private partnership in implementation. 
> To get the private sector involved in pollution prevention control and creation of a 
market with outside technologies creation of a market with outside technologies. 
(d) Awareness and good coordination 
> Stakeholders commitment 
> Community participations 
(2) Activities, steps or key decisions needed to launch the EUF in Sri Lanka. 
a) Consultation workshops with stake holders (industry) 
b) Awareness (Ministry of Environment /CEA/PCs/Chambers) at all levels. 
c) Review of existing laws and necessary amendments or new legislation / New Act. 
d) Submission of Recommendation to cabinet of Ministers. 
e) Cabinet approval. 
f) Cabinet may appoint a special task force. 
g) Focus on point Source polluters. 
h) Set fee structure - fixed rate, variable rate. 
i) Set measurable objectives in terms of reduction of discharge and the improvement of 
water quality. 
j) Set up indicators with the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, CEA, 
Chamber and Ministry of Industrial Development, 
k) Initially cover BOD or COD parameters or combination. 
1) Six months grace period. 
m) Implementation on a pilot basis - Pilot Project could be the Kelani River covering 13 
Local Authorities, 
n) Development of infrastructure for operation in the pilot area, 
o) Institutional arrangement - manpower, resources (technical/ analytical/ legal) 
p) Analyse results of the pilot project. 
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SECTION D: 
STRATEGY AND ACTION PLAN FOR LLF INTRODUCTION 
D.1 INTRODUCTION 
Consultants discussed the outcomes of both the pilot study as well as the two study tours with senior 
officers of the CEA including Mr. Bandarathilake, the Deputy Director General. Accordingly, 
following strategy and action plan have been formulated for the introduction of the LLF Schemeln Sri 
Lanka. 
The purpose of this section is to establish the actions that are required for the successful 
implementation of the LLF scheme in Sri Lanka. 
D.2 PROPOSED LLF CALCULATION METHOD AND IMPLEMENTATION 
STRATEGY, ACTION PLAN 
In order to finalize the LLF calculation method and implementation strategy, further investigations 
were carried out using (a) pilot study data, (b) expert views, and (c) similar studies carried out in other 
countries. These findings were presented to the CEA and final decisions regarding the LLF 
implementation were arrived at these discussions. 
Accordingly, following decisions have been made with regard to the implementation of the LLF 
scheme. 
1. The LLF calculation will be based only on the COD Load. It was agreed that inclusion of both 
BOD and COD is going to make only marginal difference to the LLF scheme. Therefore it was 
decided to use only COD for the load calculation as it is straightforward as well as COD 
estimation is easy, fast and more accurate. As COD capture only carbonaceous oxygen demand at 
a later stage the Kjeldahl Nitrogen will also be added to the fee calculation. No decision has been 
made on the time period during which the Kjeldahl Nitrogen will be included in the LLF. 
2. The calculation of the fee is based on Equation land Equation 2 below. 
Equation 1: LLF = (COD x F x 103) x rn 
(when COD concentration in the effluent is below the discharge standard for COD) 
Equation 2: LLF = (COD x F x 103) x rp 
(when COD concentration in the effluent is above the discharge standard for COD) 
COD = COD of the discharge wastewater in mg/1 
F = Flow Rate in cubic meters per year 
rn = Nominal Rate 
rp = Penal Rate (Rs. 50.00 per kg of COD) 
LLF = Fee per Year (in Rupees) 
3. The minimum fee is Rupees 1000.00. 
It was decided to fix the minimum fee at Rs. 1000.00. This is only to recover the basic 
administrative costs. 
4. The penal rate will be Rs. 50 per kg of COD load. 
It was decided to increase the penal rate to Rs. 50 per kg of BOD from Rs. 31. This decision was 
made because the estimated cost of removal of 1 Kg of COD is Rs. 31. Thus industry does not 
have real incentive to treat the waste, instead they can pay the penalty and continue to pollute. 
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5. The nominal rate will be 60 cents per kg of COD at the first year. 
The nominal rate will be increased by 20 cents in the next two years. Therefore the nominal rate 
will be Rupees 1.00 per kg of COD load in the third year. Thus nominal rate has been reduced 
from earlier Rs. 6.00 to 60 cents at the beginning and then increased to Rs 1.00 at the end of the 
3 r d year. It was estimated that CEA (present) revenue will be break-even at the nominal rate of 60 
cents. The CEA policy is not to make the LLF a revenue-generating scheme but a pollution 
control instrument. 
6. Grace period. 
A grace period of one year will be granted to all high polluting industries to install wastewater 
treatment systems and to take measures to reduce the COD load. During this grace period all high 
polluting industries will be charged at 60 cents per kg of COD. 
7. Apply the program initially only to the high polluting industries. The CEA will be 
responsible for the implementation of the LLF program for these industries. 
The number of high polluting industries in the country is about 1800. 
8. The other industries to be brought into the scheme in three years from the start. Local 
Authorities to be responsible for the implementation of the LLF for low polluting industries 
within their respective areas. 
Institutional capacity of the local authorities will be improved to implement the LLF scheme 
effectively. 
9. Fee to be channelled to a special fund. 
The fund to be used for meeting the administrative cost of running the LLF program, provide soft 
loans for industries to establish water pollution reduction and treatment systems, assist projects 
that helps to improve the water quality, provide financial support for common wastewater 
treatment systems and similar activities. 
10. Issue of EPL 
Allow the CEA to issue EPL for industries not confirming to the discharge standards for a limited 
period. These industries will be paying the fee at penal rate. 
11. Tentative start date for the LLF implementation is January l s l 2005. 
12. Following actions are to be completed by now and start date. 
• Carry out necessary amendments to the regulations giving legal effect to the LLF scheme 
• Carry out amendments to the regulation to issue temporary EPL for industries that violate the 
standards. Thus such industries can operate after paying the LLF for a limited time period. 
• Develop CEA institutional capability for program implementation 
• Develop load calculation procedure and protocol. 
• Assist industries to establish flow-measuring systems. 
• Establish the fund and administrative structure for its operation 
13. The LLF for the high polluting industries to be collected by the CEA. 
14. Develop a program to be implemented by the CEA to develop the institutional capacity of 
the Local Authorities to implement the LLF scheme for low polluting industries. 
This to be carried out during the period the LLF is implemented on heavy polluting industries. 
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Annex 1: The details of the selected industries for the pilot study 
List 1 of 2 - Industr ies invited for the w o r k s h o p by the Central E n v i r o n m e n t a l Author i ty 
N o . N A M E D A T A B A S E C O N T A C T P E R S O N O F F I C E A D D R E S S L O C A T I O N A D D R E S S T E L . # 
A G R I C U L T U R E & L I V E S T O C K 
1 Pussal la Farm E A 1 P / C E A Pussa ladangarawat t a , Paha la , K o s g a m a 0 3 6 5 5 0 6 2 
C H E M I C A L I N D U S T R I E S 
2 1 , Mill Street , Hul tsdorf Mi l l s , C o l o m b o 
2 B C C Lanka Limited. C E A 2 1 , Mill Street, Hul t sdor f Mil ls , C o l o m b o 12. 12. 4 2 2 1 1 1 - 5 
3 Lankem Ceylon Ltd C E A 7 6 0 - 7 6 2 , Basel ine Road , C o l o m b o 9. 7 6 0 - 7 6 2 , Basel ine Road , C o l o m b o 9. 6 9 8 2 9 2 - 6 
50 , Sri P a n n a n a n d a M a w a t h a , C o l o m b o 
4 Cey lon Oxygen Ltd C E A 50, Sri P a n n a n a n d a M a w a t h a , C o l o m b o 15 15 5 2 4 3 8 1 - 3 
5 Cey lon Ferti l izer Co . Ltd W R S N e w Road , Hunupi t iya , Wat ta la 
6 Lakmal Chemica l (Pvt) Limi ted EA 1 P / C E A 2 8 5 , B i y a g a m a Road , M a b i m a 5 2 0 5 4 3 
7 Care Products (Pvt) Limited C E A C E O 96 , Pa rakrama Road , Pe l iyagoda 96 , Pa rak rama Road , Pe l iyagoda 5 2 1 2 0 8 
8 Vortex Industr ies (Pvt) Ltd EA1 P /CEA M r Sunil G u r u g e , M D B i y a g a m a Road , Pe th iyagoda , Kelan iya B i y a g a m a Road , Pe th iyagoda , Ke lan iya 910681 
9 Lanka Paint Industries M I D Mr. S u m a n a s e k a r a 5, 33rd Lane , C o l o m b n o 3. Tel : 5 8 5 7 6 7 179/2, Kot ikawat ta , A n g o d a 5 7 8 2 4 7 
F O O D I N D U S T R I E S 
10 Lion Brewery Cey lon Lid. C E A (BOI) 254 , C o l o m b o Road , B iyagama. 
Dr D E M W e e r a k o o n , 
11 Alpcx Mar ine (Pvt) Ltd. EA1 P /CEA Director No . 68 , Canal Road, Henda la , Wat ta la . N o . 68 , Cana l Road, Hendala , Wat ta la . 9 3 4 7 5 0 
12 Ole Spr ings Bottlers (Pvt) Ltd M I D , C E A Ms. P. Wee ra s inghe N o 140 Awissawe l l a Rd, E m b u l g o d a 140, A m b u l g a m a , Ranala . 0 7 1 - 5 5 1 0 3 
13 N e w d a l c Dair ies (Pvt) Ltd C E A (BOI) 100, De lgoda Rd, B iyagama 
14 Internat ional Dist i l lers Lanka Ltd. C E A Kota lawa, Kaduwe la . 
M E T A L I N D U S T R I E S 
15 Kayaba Lanka (Pvt) Ltd EA 1 P /CEA 
-
M a h a h e n a , S iyamba lape , Ke lan iya 5 3 5 0 9 6 
M I N E R A L I N D U S T R I E S 
16 Lanka Tiles Ltd M I D Mr. T .K.P G o v i n n a 34 /5 , W A D R a m a n a y a k e M a w a t h a , C o l o m b o 2 Jaltara,. Ranala . 4 3 0 9 8 8 - 9 * 
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List 1 of 2 - Industr ies invi ted for the w o r k s h o p by the Central E n v i r o n m e n t a l Author i ty 
No . N A M E D A T A B A S E C O N T A C T P E R S O N O F F I C E A D D R E S S L O C A T I O N A D D R E S S 
T E L . # 
P E T R O - C H E M I C A L I N D U S T R I E S 
17 Ceylon Pe t ro leum Corpora t ion . M I D , C E A Mr. W . W . G u n a s e k a r a 113 Gal le Road, C o l o m b o 3 S a p u g a s k a n d a , Kelaniya . 
3 2 0 0 5 5 
R U B B E R I N D U S T R I E S 
Ingir iya Road , De lgahawat t e , Aruwat te , 
18 Cey lon Rubbe r Industr ies Ltd M I D , C E A Mr. A .K .A. Sa ld iwa la N o 13, C h i n a Street, C o l o m b o 11. Tel : 3 2 6 8 1 4 Padukka . 
8 5 9 0 8 4 
19 Sa lawa Estate C E A Super in tenden t W a g a . 
0 3 6 5 0 2 4 
2 0 S i r in iwasa .Rubber Estate Co . Limi ted C E A Githanjali ' , 15, Q u e e n s Road , C o l o m b o 3 W a g a . 5 8 1 6 7 7 
21 Elston Estate C E A Puwakpi t iya . 
0 3 6 2 4 9 5 
22 Halpe G r o u p C E A Super in tenden t T h o m m u d e r a , P a d u k k a 
0 3 6 5 2 6 4 
23 D e w a l a k a n d a Estate C E A 
D e w a l a k a n d a Estate , Deh iowi t a 
24 Pusse l lawa Plantat ion Limited C E A A y r Esta te , P a d u k k a 
0 3 6 2 2 2 9 8 
25 Jana tha Estates D e v e l o p m e n t Board C E A * 55 /75 , Vauxhal l Lane , C o l o m b o 2 
D e n s w o r t h Estate , Deh iowi t a 3 2 0 9 0 1 - 4 
U r a m i w e l l a Esta te , Lewel l a Div is ion , 
2 6 Jana tha Estates Deve lopmen t Board ' C E A * Super in tenden t 55 /75 , Vauxhal l Lane , C o l o m b o 2 
Bu la thkohup i t iya 3 2 0 9 0 1 - 4 
27 Malwa t t a Val ley Planta t ions 
L i m i t e d ( M g m t A g e n t - M a g p e k 
C o l o m b o Land Plantat ion M a n a g e m e n t 
T a l d u w a Estate , Awis sawe l l a (Pvt) Limited) C E A 
D D Porol is A p p u h a m y , 
28 Malwat ta Val ley Planta t ions Limi ted C E A M a n a g i n g Director 
Ches te r ford Estate , W a h a r a k a 
29 Sandarcsa Rubber Mil ls Limi ted C E A 76 , Main Street , R u w a n w e l l a 
M a g a m m a n a , Deh iowi t a 0 3 6 6 2 9 4 
30 Kclani Val ley Planta t ions Limi ted C E A 4 0 0 , Deans Road, C o l o m b o 10. Tel : 6 8 3 9 6 4 - 7 
K i r p o r u w a Estate , 2 3 , Yat iyan to ta 0 3 6 6 2 8 3 
31 B o g a w a n t a l a w a Planta t ions Limited C E A 
275 /75 , Prof. S tanely Wi jesundera M w , C o l o n b o 7 U d a p o l a Esta te , Deran iyaga la 5 8 4 2 7 0 , 
( M g d by Met ropol i tan Resource 
5 0 2 8 6 4 
Hold ings (Pvt) Ltd) 
32 B o g a w a n t a l a w a Planta t ions Limited C E A G r o u p M a n a g e r 275 /75 , Prof. S tanely Wi je sunde ra M w , C o l o n b o 7 U d a b a g e G r o u p , Deran iyaga la 0 3 6 9 2 2 5 
33 G o d a g a m p o l a Rubber Mil ls C E A * 
T a t u w a l a k a n d e Estate , G o d a g a m p o l a 
0 3 5 8 9 0 3 4 
34 Kegal le Planta t ion Limited C E A Super inden ten t Atale Estate , Atale 
T A N N I N G I N D U S T R I E S 
35 T a n l a n k a (Pvt ) Ltd M I D Mr. Percy Si lva 10, W e w e l d u w a , Kelaniya . Pal l iyawat ta , Henda la , Wat ta la 
9 1 1 8 5 0 
36 Su l thans Leather C o . M I D Mr. M.E .H . Rashid 84 , Pr ince Street, C o l o m b o 11 
3 0 5 & 307 , B i y a g a m a Road , Kelaniya . 3 2 4 7 4 8 
37 S E Silva & C o . Ltd C E A 
726 , H i m b u t u w e l g o d a , Kelan iya 
List 1 of 2 - Industr ies invi ted for the w o r k s h o p by the Central E n v i r o n m e n t a l A u t h o r i t y 
N o . N A M E D A T A B A S E C O N T A C T P E R S O N O F F I C E A D D R E S S L O C A T I O N A D D R E S S T E L . # 
38 M a n i c k a m Tanne ry C E A 5 7 0 / 2 0 , N e g o m b o Rd, Mabo la .Wa t t a l a 
T E X T I L E S I N D U S T R I E S 
39 
4 0 
41 
42 
43 
4 4 
4 5 
4 6 
47 
48 
Duro Synthe t ic Text i le Mil ls Limi ted 
Lanka Synthe t ic Fiber C o . Limited 
Ceylon Synthe t ic Text i le Mil ls Ltd 
Pugoda Text i les Lanka Ltd 
Osprey Clo th ing (Pvt) Ltd. 
T e x p r o Industr ies Ltd. 
Texs t r eam C o m p a n y Limited 
M e l b o u r n e Text i le Wash ing Plant (Pvt.) 
Ltd. 
A c h e m s Ltd 
Mal iban Text i le W a s h i n g Plant 
C E A 
C E A (BOI) 
C E A 
M I D , C E A 
(BOI) 
C E A (BOI) 
C E A (BOI) 
C E A 
C E A (BOI) 
C E A 
M I D , W R S 
Mr. H . E . M . S . Bandara 
Mr. E.A. K a r e e m / O s m a n 
N o . 108, George R De Silva M a w a t h a , C o l o m b o 3 
2 5 5 Main Street, C o l o m b o 11. 
2 6 1 , Siri D h a m m a M a w a t h a , C o l o m b o 10 
13, Old K a n d y Road , D a l u g a m a , 
Kelaniya . 
11 , Pa t t iwela Road , S a p u g a s k a n d a , 
Kelaniya . 
752 , Base l ine Road , C o l o m b o 9. 
M a n d a w a l a , Pugoda . 
919 , Main Road , N a w a g a m u w a , Ranala . 
Awis sawe l l a Road , E m b u l g a m a , Ranala . 
N a g a h a w a t t e Road , Ranala , Kaduwela . 
809/4 , Banga lawat t a , M a b o l e , Wat ta la . 
127 /1 , H e w a g a m a , K a d u w e l a 
N e w N u g e R o a d , Pe l iyagoda 
913831 
5 7 0 5 1 2 - 3 
6 9 2 2 5 5 - 7 
3 4 7 4 8 6 - 9 
3 3 9 2 0 0 
4 2 4 8 0 8 
9 3 2 8 9 8 - 9 
3 3 9 2 5 9 
6 8 6 3 9 1 - 4 
T R A N S P O R T S E R V I C E S 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
S C S A u t o Lubr icna ts 
P A Pears Park Internat ional (Pvt) Ltd 
Service Stat ion 
Daya Services Stat ion 
Vijaya Serv ice Stat ion 
Keels Tour s (Pvt) Ltd. 
E A 1 P / C E A 
C E A 
C E A 
E A I P / C E A 
C E A 
C E A 
M r Ajith K umar a 
9 6 / 1 0 Ra tnapura Road, A w i s s a w e l l a 
907 , Kandy Rd, W e d a m u l l a . Kelan iya 
25 /5 , B i y a g a m a Road , Thawa tha , Kelaniya . 
9 6 / 1 0 R a t n a p u r a Road , Awis sawe l l a 
907 , K a n d y Rd, W e d a m u l l a , Ke lan iya 
521 /C , K a d u w e l a Road , M a l a b e 
2 5 / 5 , B i y a g a m a Road , Thawa tha , 
Kelaniya . 
24 , J e thavana M a w a t h a , C o l o m b o 14 
4 2 9 , Fergursons Road , Mat t akku l iya 
T O U R I S M , H O T E L I N D U S T R I E S 
55 B iyagama Vil lage Hotel E A I P / C E A 
-
B i y a g a m a Road , B iyagama . 
W A S T E T R E A T M E N T 
F A C I L I T I E S 
56 
B I Y A G A M A E X P O R T P R O C E S S I N G 
Z O N E C E A W a l g a m a , M a l w a n a . 
T 
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I OCATTON A D D R E S S T E L . # 
N o . 
57 
N A M E 
L A N K A I N D U S T R I A L E S T A T E S 
L T D . ( L I N D E L ) 
D A T A B A S E 
C E A 
C O N T A C T P E R S O N 
Pat t iwi la Road , Sapugaskanada , Mako la . Pa t t iwi la Road , Sapugaskanada , Makola . 5 7 0 3 1 8 - 9 
OTHERS N F S 
58 
N A T I O N A L W A T E R S U P P L Y & 
D R A I N A G E B O A R D C E A 
A m b a t a l a 
N.E .S - Not E l sewhere Specif ied; * - 1990 data ; M I D - Minis t ry of Industrial d e v e l o p m e n t ; W R S - Water Resources Secretar ia t . 
EA1P-DHV LLF-K.R.B. 
N o . N A M E Questionnaire Extent of R e c e i v e d f r o m CEA L a b B O D ; . C O D 
r e c e i v e d Treatment Flow BT (me/1) AT (mg/1) BT (kft/daj) AT (kg/day) ^Reduction Reduction 
No m3/day' . BOD COD BOD COD B O D C O D B O D C O D AT , % AT, % 
1,0 C H E M I C A L Sector 
1,1 B C C Lanka L i m i t e d . 1 N o • 2 0 5 15 .000 0 ,10 3 0 0 , 0 0 
1.2 S m i t h K l i n e B e e c h a m M a c k w o o d s Ltd 1 s (ae) , ba t ch w i se 5 10 4 . 7 0 0 7 0 1.800 0 ,05 2 3 , 5 0 0 ,35 9 ,00 - 6 0 0 % 6 2 % 
1,3 Ceylon O x y g e n Ltd 1 N o 2 0 2 0 6 8 0 ,40 1,36 
1,4 Un i l eve r Cey lon L td 1 P & S (ae) 6 8 4 2 8 5 2 .189 3 0 2 8 5 195 ,05 1498 ,15 2 0 , 5 3 195 ,05 8 9 % 8 7 % 
2 , 0 F O O D S e c t o r 
2,1 Pussa l l a F a r m 1 s (P i t s ) 1 5 1.240 4 . 1 0 0 6 0 8 5 0 18,85 6 2 , 3 2 0 ,91 12 ,92 9 5 % 7 9 % 
2 ,2 Lion B r e w e r y Cey lon L td . 1 s (ae) 3 6 0 4 5 1.400 5 120 16 ,20 5 0 4 , 0 0 1,80 4 3 , 2 0 8 9 % 9 1 % 
2,3 O l e Spr ings Bot t le rs (Pvt) L td 1 s (ae) 2 6 5 2 0 0 9 6 0 10 130 5 2 , 9 2 2 5 4 , 0 2 2 ,65 3 4 , 4 0 9 5 % 8 6 % 
2 ,4 N e w d a l e Da i r i e s (Pvt ) Ltd 1 s (ae) 1 1 5 2 8 0 1.458 25 97 ' 32 ,26 167 ,96 2 ,88 11,17 9 1 % 9 3 % 
2,5 P u r e Beve rages C o . Ltd. 1 s (ae) 6 9 3 4 4 0 9 0 0 18 71 3 0 4 , 9 2 6 2 3 , 7 0 12 ,47 4 9 , 2 0 9 6 % 9 2 % 
2,6 Swiss C h e e s e C o m p a n y (Pvt ) L td . 1 N o 3 3 2 4 0 1.421 7 ,92 4 6 , 8 9 
2,7 Ke lan i V a l l e y C a n n e r i e s L imi t ed . 1 N o 3 0 120 235 3 ,60 7 ,05 
2 ,8 Ceylon Co ld S to res 1 s (ae) 8 0 0 3 6 0 7 8 0 2 0 2 3 0 2 8 8 , 0 0 6 2 4 , 0 0 16 ,00 184 ,00 9 4 % 7 1 % 
3 , 0 M E T A L S e c t o r 
3,1 Lanka T r a n s f o r m e r s Ltd. 1 P, ba tch w i se 5 15 5 .700 25 2 7 0 0 ,08 2 8 , 5 0 0 ,13 1,35 - 6 7 % 9 5 % 
3,2 A l u m e x (Pvt) Ltd 1 P 1 6 4 10 30 5 10 1,64 4 , 9 2 0 ,82 1,64 5 0 % 6 7 % 
4 , 0 M I N E R A L S S e c t o r 
4 ,1 Lanka T i l e s Ltd 1 P 6 5 5 0 2 6 0 25 100 3 ,24 16,85 1,62 6 ,48 5 0 % 6 2 % 
5 , 0 P E T R O - C H E M I C A L S e c t o r 
5,1 Cey lon P e t r o l e u m Corpora t ion 1 A P I oil s epe ra to r 2 0 0 7 0 3 5 0 30 2 0 0 14 ,00 7 0 , 0 0 6 ,00 4 0 , 0 0 5 7 % 4 3 % 
6 , 0 R U B B E R S e c t o r 
6,1 Ayr Es ta t e - P P L 1 N o 1 7 35 4 0 0 0 ,59 6 ,72 
6,2 U r a m i w e l l a Es ta te , L e w e l l a Div i s ion 1 N o 2 9 3 5 0 1.555 10,08 4 4 , 7 8 
6,3 H a n w a l l a R u b b e r Indus t r ies (Pvt) Ltd 1 S (oxida t ion d i tch) 4 2 1.400 4 . 6 5 0 2 0 170 5 8 , 8 0 195 ,30 0 ,84 7 ,14 9 9 % 9 6 % 
6,4 K i r p o r u w a Es t a t e - C r e p e Fac to ry 1 S (an & ae ) 4 0 4 0 0 1.568 15 157 15,84 6 2 , 0 9 0 ,59 6 ,22 9 6 % 9 0 % 
6,5 K i r p o r u w a Es t a t e - Centgr i fuge Fac to ry 1 S ( a n ) 1 7 5 4 0 15.876 30 9 8 9 ,07 2 6 6 , 7 2 0 ,50 1,65 9 4 % 9 9 % 
6,6 U d a b a g e G r o u p - B P L 1 N o 1 0 0 2 4 0 2 . 5 0 0 2 4 , 0 0 2 5 0 , 0 0 
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EA1P-DHV LLF-K.R.B. 
N o . N A M E Questionnaire 
r e c e i v e d 
Extent of 
. .Treatment 
R e c e i v e d f r o m CEA L a b B O D 
.Reduction 
A T , % 
C O D 
Reduction 
AT, % 
Flow 
m3/day 
BT(mg/l) AT (mg/1) BTOj/day) AT (kg/day) 
Yes No BOD COD BOD COD B O D C O D B O D | C O D 
7 , 0 T A N N I N G S e c t o r 
7,1 T a n l a n k a (Pvt ) L td 1 P 2 5 0 9 0 1.500 2 0 4 0 0 2 2 , 5 0 3 7 5 , 0 0 5 ,00 
100 ,00 7 8 % 7 3 % 
7,2 S u l t h a n s L e a t h e r C o . 1 N o 2 5 0 3 2 0 6 . 0 0 0 8 0 , 0 0 1 5 0 0 , 0 0 
7,3 C e y l o n L e a t h e r P roduc t s Ltd . 1 N o 3 6 7 , 2 2 4 0 3 .200 88 ,13 
1175 ,04 
8 , 0 T E X T I L E S e c t o r 
8,1 L a n k a Syn the t i c F i b e r C o . L i m i t e d 1 N o 8 0 0 3 0 6 5 0 
2 4 , 0 0 5 2 0 , 0 0 
8,2 Cey lon Syn the t i c Tex t i l e M i l l s L i m i t e d 1 N o 1 1 0 150 1.073 16 ,50 118 ,03 
8,3 O s p r e y C l o t h i n g (Pvt) Ltd . 1 P, S (ae) & T 8 0 0 170 3 4 0 15 110 136 ,00 2 7 2 , 0 0 12,00 8 8 , 0 0 9 1 % 
6 8 % 
8,4 T e x p r o Indus t r i e s Ltd . 1 P & T 8 4 0 4 5 4 8 0 15 130 3 7 , 8 0 
4 0 3 , 2 0 12 ,60 109 ,20 6 7 % 7 3 % 
8,5 M e l b o u r n e T e x t i l e W a s h i n g P l an t (Pvt . ) L td . 1 P & T 2 5 0 175 5 9 5 5 5 178 4 3 , 7 5 148 ,75 13,75 4 4 , 5 0 
6 9 % 7 0 % 
8,6 S u m m i t Indus t r ies (Pvt) Ltd 1 N o 2 3 0 150 190 3 4 , 5 0 4 3 , 7 0 
8,7 M a n c h e s t e r Y a r n & T h r e a d (Pvt ) L i m i t e d . ' 1 P , b a t c h w i s e 1 0 0 6 4 0 2 . 4 0 0 9 0 3 7 0 6 4 , 0 0 2 4 0 , 0 0 9 ,00 3 7 , 0 0 
8 6 % 8 5 % 
8,8 D u r o Syn the t i c M i l l s (Pvt) L td 1 P 2 7 80 5 6 0 5 190 2 ,16 15 ,12 0 ,14 5 ,13 9 4 % 
6 6 % 
8,9 J B Tex t i l e s Indus t r ies Ltd . 1 P, b a t c h w i s e 3 4 2 4 6 0 6 4 0 15 2 5 0 157 ,50 2 1 9 , 1 4 
5 ,14 8 5 , 6 0 9 7 % 6 1 % 
9 , 0 T O U R I S M & H O T E L S e c t o r 
9,1 B i y a g a m a Vi l l age Hote l | 1 I 1 N o 9 0 7 5 | 120 Ifllltllilll 6 , 7 5 | 10 ,80 | 1 1 1 
1 0 C O M M O N W A S T E T R E A T M E N T F A C I L I T Y S e c t o r 
10,1 BIYAGAMA EPZ 1 S ( a e ) 7 . 5 0 0 75 305 13 50 5 6 2 , 5 0 2 2 8 7 , 5 0 9 7 , 5 0 3 7 5 , 0 0 8 3 % 
8 4 % 
10,2 L1NDEL 1 S (ae) 4 0 0 100 147 40 98 4 0 , 0 0 5 8 , 8 0 16 ,00 3 9 , 2 0 6 0 % 
3 3 % 
1 1 O.THFRS I 1 1 1 
11,1 Ambatale Water Treatment Plant 1 N o 1 8 . 9 9 0 10 
128 189 ,90 2 4 3 0 , 7 2 j 
T O T A L 3 0 8 3 5 . 0 6 5 2 . 5 6 4 1 4 . 8 7 7 2 3 9 1 . 4 8 7 
No te : In s o m e indus t r i e s f low m e a s u r e m e n t s cou ld no t b e d o n e a n d for s o m e indus t r i e s the ope ra t ion w a s not in full. The re fo re , in those cases the va lues g iven b y t h e indus t r i e s w e r e cons ide red . 
B T - B e f o r e T r e a t m e n t A T - After T r e a t m e n t " ~ - no treatment 
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A N N E X 2 : P I L O T S T U D Y O F L L F S C H E M E IN K E L A N I R I V E R B A S I N ( L L F - K . R . B ) - S a m p l i n g R e s u l t s 
EA1P-DHV LLF-K.R.B. 
A n n e x 3: W a s t e w a t e r T r e a t m e n t C o s t s - A c t u a l & E s t i m a t e d 
Name of Industry m3/day 
Were Stds. 
met AT 
Operational 
Q*t Rs/yr 
l l l l l l l l l l 
Cost Rs/yr 
Capital and Ope. 
l l l i l l i M H H 
Operational Cost 
byFlowRs/m3 
Capital Cost 
by Flow Rs/m3 
Ope. & Capital 
Cost by Flow Actual 
& (Estimated) Rs/m3 
1 Smith Kline (CH) 5 No 51.032 101.113 152.145 39 76 115(32) 
2 Unilever Ltd (CH) 684 No 2.725.782 1.992.732 4.718.514 15 11 26 (32) 
3 Pussala Farm (FD) 15 No Na 189.504 189.504 Na 49 49 (12) 
4 Lion Brewery (FD) 360 Yes Na 4.744.600 4.744.600 Na 50 50 (12) 
5 Ole Springs (FD) 265 Yes 1.316.900 327.845 1.644.745 19 5 24 (12) 
6 Newdale (FD) 115 Yes 52.900 778.744 831.644 2 26 28 (12) 
7 Swiss Cheese (FD) 33 N/A 2.143 1.180 3.323 0,25 0,14 0.39 (12) 
8 Ceylon Cold Stores (FD) 800 Yes 1.465.000 1.142.338 2.607.338 7 5 12 (12) 
9 Alumex (ME) 164 Yes 693.200 116.717 809.917 16 3 19 (23) 
10 Petroleum C (PC) 200 Yes 11.481.931 1.874.853 13.356.784 217 36 253 (32) 
11 Hanwella Rubber (RB) 42 Yes 277.863 1.114.958 1.392.821 26 100 126 (12) 
12 Osprey (TX) 800 Yes 2.143.000 1.089.977 3.232.977 10 5 15 (32) 
13 Summit Industries (TX) 230 No 550.000 45.455 595.455 9,3 0,7 10 (32) 
14 JB Textiles (TX) 12 Yes 11.044 212.257 223.301 3 67 70 (32) 
15 Lanka Industrial Estate (WF) 400 Yes Na 8.687.237 8.687.237 Na 82 82 (12) 
16 Biyagama EPZ (WF) 7.500 No 12.500.000 Na Na 6 Na Na 
N/A - Not Applicable Na - Not available 
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EA1P-DHV 
ANNEX 4: Calculation Sheet for Penal Rate 
No. NAME Rece ived from CEA Lab BOD C O D Cost, RsJm3 
Cost, RsVkg of 
Flow BT(mj^) AT (mq/l) BT (kR/day) AT (kg/day) Reduction Reduction C O D redu ction 
niVday BOD 1 COD BOD COD BOD C O D BOD C O D AT , % AT, % Act Est Act Est 
1,0 CHEMICAL Sector 
1,1 B C C Lanka Limited. 20 5 15.000 0,10 300,00 
1,2 SmithKline Beecham Mackwoods Ltd 5 10 4.700 70 1.800 0,05 23,50 0,35 9,00 -600% 6 2 % 115 32 40 11 
1,3 Ceylon Oxygen Ltd 20 20 68 0,40 1,36 
1,4 Unilever Ceylon Ltd 684 285 2.189 30 285 195,05 1498,15 20,53 195,05 8 9 % 8 7 % 26 32 
14 17 
2,0 F O O D Sector 
2,1 Pussalla Farm IS 1.240 4 .100 60 850 18,85 62,32 0,91 12,92 9 5 % 7 9 % 49 12 15 
4 
2,2 Lion Brewery Ceylon Ltd. 360 45 1.400 5 120 16,20 504,00 1,80 43,20 8 9 % 9 1 % 50 12 39 
9 
2,3 Ole Springs Bottlers (Pvt) Ltd 265 200 960 10 130. 52,92 254,02 2,65 34,40 9 5 % . 8 6 % 24 12 29 14 
2,4 Newdale Dairies (Pvt) Ltd 115 280 1.458 25 97 32,26 167,96 2,88 11,17 9 1 % 9 3 % 28 12 21 9 
2,5 Pure Beverages Co. Ltd. / 693 440 900 18 71 304,92 623,70 12,47 49,20 9 6 % 9 2 % 12 14 
2,6 Swiss Cheese Company (Pvt) Ltd. 33 240 1.421 7,92 46,89 
2,7 Kelani Valley Canneries Limited. 30 120 235 3,60 7,05 
2,8 Ceylon Cold Stores 800 360 780 20 230 288,00 624,00 16,00 184,00 9 4 % 7 1 % 12 12 
22 22 
3,0 M E T A L Sector 
3,1 Lanka Transformers Ltd. 5 15 5.700 25 270 0,08 28,50 0,13 1,35 - 6 7 % 9 5 % 
23 4 
3,2 Alumex (Pvt) Ltd 164 10 30 5 10 1,64 4,92 0,82 1,64 5 0 % 6 7 % 19 23 950 1150 
4,0 M I N E R A L S Sector _ , , , , 
L_ 
4,1 Lanka Tiles Ltd 65 50 260 25 100 3,24 16,85 1,62 6,48 5 0 % 
6 2 % 
5,0 P E T R O - C H E M I C A L Sector 
5,1 Ceylon Petroleum Corporation 1 200 70 350 30 200 14,00 70,00 6,00 40,00 5 7 % 4 3 % 253 32 1687 213 
6,0 R U B B E R Sector 
> 
6,1 Ayr Estate - PPL 17 35 400 0,59 6,72 
6,2 Uramiwella Estate, Lewella Division 29 350 1.555 10,08 44,78 
6,3 Hanwalla Rubber Industries (Pvt) Ltd 42 1.400 4.650 20 170 58,80 195,30 • - 0,84 7,14 9 9 % 9 6 % 126 12 28 3 
6,4 Kirporuwa Estate -Crepe Factory 40 400 1.568 15 157 15,84 62,09 0,59 6,22 9 6 % 9 0 % 12 9 
6.5 Kirporuwa Estate - Centgrifuge Factory 17 540 15.876 30 98 9,07 266,72 0,50 1,65 9 4 % 9 9 % 12 
1 
6,6 Udabage Group - BPL 100 240 2.500 24,00 250,00 
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EA1P-DHV LLF-K.R.B. 
No. NAME Received from CEA Lab BOD 
Reduction 
A T , % 
C O D 
Reduction 
AT, % 
Cost, Rs7m3 Cost, RsTkfi of 
C O D reduction ;:: Flow 
:::ni3/DAV 
BT(mg/l) AT (mg/1) BT (kg/day) AT (kg/day) 
BOD COD BOD COD BOD C O D : : B O D : . C O D ^ " Act!:.: . Est Act Est 
7,0 T A N N I N G Sector 
7,1 Tanlanka (Pvt) Ltd 250 90 1.500 20 400 22,50 375,00 5,00 100,00 7 8 % 7 3 % 
7,2 Sulthans Leather Co. 250 320 6.000 80,00 1500,00 
7,3 Ceylon Leather Products Ltd. 367,2 240 3.200 88,13 1175,04 
8,0 T E X T I L E Sector 
8,1 Lanka Synthetic Fiber Co. Limited 800 30 650 24,00 520,00 
8,2 
8,3 
Ceylon Synthetic Textile Mills Limited 
Osprey Clothing (Pvt) Ltd. 
110 
800 
150 
170 
1.073 
340 15 110 
16,50 
136,00 
118,03 
272,00 12,00 88,00 9 1 % 6 8 % 15 32 65 139 
8,4 Texpro Industries Ltd. 840 45 480 15 130 37,80 403,20 12,60 109,20 6 7 % 7 3 % 32 91 
8,5 Melbourne Textile Washing Plant (Pvt.) Ltd. 250 175 595 55 178 43,75 148,75 13,75 44 ,50 6 9 % 7 0 % 32 77 
8,6 Summit Industries (Pvt) Ltd 230 150 190 34,50 43,70 10 32 53 168 
8,7 Manchester Y a m & Thread (Pvt) Limited 100 640 2.400 90 370 64,00 240,00 9,00 37,00 8 6 % 8 5 % 32 16 
8,8 Duro Synthetic Mills (Pvt) Ltd 27 80 560 5 190 2,16 15,12 0,14 5,13 9 4 % 6 6 % 32 86 
8,9 J B Textiles Industries Ltd. 342 4 6 0 640 15 250 157,50 219,14 5,14 85,60 9 7 % 6 1 % 70 32 179 82 
9,0 T O U R I S M & H O T E L Sector 
9,1 Biyagama Village Hotel 1 90 75 120 6,75 10,80 
10 C O M M O N W A S T E T R E A T M E N T F A C I L I T Y Sector 
10,1 BIYAGAMA EPZ 
LINDEL 
7.500 75 305 13 50 562,50 2287,50 97,50 375,00 8 3 % 8 4 % 12 47 
10,2 400 100 147 40 98 40,00 58,80 16,00 39,20 6 0 % 3 3 % 82 12 1673 245 
11 O T H E R S 
11,1 Ambatale Water Treatment Plant 18.990 10 128 189,90 2430,72 1 
TOTAL 35.065 2.564 14.877 239 1.487 
Note: In some industries flow measurements could not be done and for some industries the operation was not in full. Therefore, in those cases the values given by the industries were considered. 
BT - Before Treatment AT - After Treatment - n o treatment A c t - A c t u a l Est - Estimated 
Penal rate is Rs. 31 calculated based on only six industrial data (Unilever, Lion Brewery, Ole Spring, Newdale, Cold Stores, Hanwella Rubber and Osprey). Other industrial data vary very much. 
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jr DILTCRAIL RALES /\/V/V/-.".Y 5: .V/««- f I tif 6 - UmUmUttttm .VLICETV FOR ICITIucnt <JLU.RPR 
FORMULA • l.i: W H E N A N INDUSTRY IS MEELING BOTH B O D A N D C O D STANDI E C : 
FORMULA • 1.2: W H E N A N INDUSTRY IS MEETING C O D STANDARD BUT NOT THE B O D STANDARD E C : 
COD x F x rn 
BOD x F x rp 
Standards 
BOD, mg/l = 30 
Charging rates 
Nominal rate - rn, Rs. per kg = 6 
FORMULA - 1 3 ' W H E N A N INDUSTRY IS NOT MEETING THE C O D STANDARD REGARDLESS OF THE B O D STANDARD T O = O U U X L- X RP O U U , MG/i — I O U R EI ICU I ATE -1 
:::x'::;'Annual: (2 , N S , JJCI f\\f — 
2 X 12 davVvear 
) L L F . R s . 
N O . N A M E QUMTLONNAIRV 
RECEIVED• 
•'' R•CURVED FROM C E A L A B ' : B O D : . : 
REDUCTION 
: AT". % . 
C O D ; : 
REDUCTION 
V A T : , : % : / 
Y
' IACTUAL.. ' : : 
BEFORE 
TREATMENT 
.
 :
'ACTUAL ;:.:•:.:•:' 
'• /AFTER::. 
:• TREATMENT::':' 
;:;:LF:MEETING:.::,: 
BOTH STANDARDS 
:': :AT'MAX' :ILMIT:': 
: | J : E ^ E ^ E D ; B Y ; : 
xj: MG/1 of . C O T . : 
• •AMOUNT: • '*:: 
[ilf E J ^ E D E D B Y . 
1 MG^^ot B O D 
:
 " A M O U N T 
FLOW. 
•
 1
 NFL/IHY 
,
;
 B T (nvA): : : AT (MQ/I> :BT(K«/D.T) 
YES | NO: . B O D 1 C O D B O D | C O D : : : B O D : 1 • C O D . : B O D : : | : C O D • 
1,0 
I j 
OlIKMICAL SECTOR - — • 
Fl C. C Lanka Limited. 1 20 5 15.000 0.10 300.00 2 . 4 5 5 . 2 0 0 2 4 * 5 ?uO 4 .752 2 4 . 7 1 6 
5 . 0 7 4 
I i Smith Kline Beecham Mackwoods Ltd 1 J 10 4.700 70 1.800 0,05 23,50 0,35 9.00 -600% 62% 192.324 7 3 . 6 5 6 1 .188 6 . 1 7 9 1 .269 
\,i 
1 3 L^ eylon Oxyjren Ltd. 
1 20 20 68 0.40 1.36 
20,53 
2 . 1 5 4 2 1 4 .752 2 4 . 7 1 6 5 . 0 7 4 
1 4 Unilever Ccvlon Ltd 1 684 285 2.189 30 285 195,05 1498,15 195,05 89% 87% 
1 2 . 2 6 0 . 8 7 3 1 . 5 9 6 . 3 2 2 1 6 2 . 6 1 3 8 4 5 . 7 7 1 1 7 3 . 6 3 5 
2,0 FOOD Sector 
"} j ^tusalla Farm 1 15 1.240 4.100 60 850 18.85 62,32 0,91 1Z92 95% 79% 5 1 0 . 0 2 7 2 0 . 4 6 5 3 . 6 1 2 1 8 . 7 8 4 
3 . 8 5 6 
2,2 jon Brewery Ceylon Ltd. 1 3 6 0 45 1.400 5 120 16,20 504.00 1,80 43.20 89% 91% 4.124.736 6 8 . 4 2 9 
8 5 . 5 3 6 4 4 4 . 8 8 2 9 1 . 3 3 3 
X3 Die Springs Bottlers (Pvt) Ltd 1 265 200 960 10 130 
97 
71 
52.92 254,02 Z65 34,40 95% 86% 2 . 0 7 8 . 8 6 7 5 4 . 4 8 6 62.869 3 2 6 . 9 8 8 6 7 . 1 3 0 
2,4 Newdale Dairies (Pvt) Ltd 1 115 280 1.458 25 
18 
32,26 167,96 Z88 
1Z47 
11.17 
___4920 
91% 
96% 
93% 
92% 
1 .374 .698 
5 . 1 0 4 . 3 6 1 
1 7 . 7 0 0 
77 .938 
2 7 . 3 7 2 1 4 2 . 3 6 2 2 9 . 2 2 7 
2.5 *ure Beverages Co. Ltd. 1 6 9 3 440 900 304,92 623,70 1 6 4 . 6 5 7 8 5 6 . 3 9 8 1 7 5 . 8 1 7 
2,6 Swiss Cheese Company (Pvt) Ltd. 1 3 3 240 1.421 7.92 46,89 3 8 3 . 7 7 2 3 8 3 7 7 ? 7.841 4 0 . 7 8 1 8 . 3 7 2 
XI Kelani Valley Canneries Limited. 1 30 120 235 3.60 7.05 . . .. »<rfc» 7 .128 3 7 . 0 7 4 7.611 
2,8 Ceylon Cold Stores 1 800 360 780 20 230 288,00 624,00 16,00 184,00 94% 71% 
5 . 1 0 6 . 8 1 6 1 .505 .856 1 9 0 . 0 8 0 9 8 8 . 6 2 7 202.963 
i n METAL Sector 
....?.t". 
3 1 
1
 antra Transformers Ltd. 1 5 15 5.700 25 270 0,08 28,50 0,13 1.35 -67% 95% 233.244 11.048 
2 . 5 9 8 
1.188 6.179 1.269 
3 2 Alumex (Pvt) Ltd 1 164 10 30 5 10 1,64 4.92 0,82 1.64 50% 67% 
7 . 7 9 3 3 8 . 9 6 6 2 0 2 . 6 6 9 4 1 . 6 0 7 
4 0 MINFRALS Sector 
4 1 UrtiTteUA 1 1 1 1 « | "iO 1 260 1 25 1 100-1 . 3.24| 16,85| 1,62| _6,48[ 50% | 62% | 137.884 | 10264] 1 M 9 6 J 8O079J 16,440. 
5 0 
5 I Ccvlon ParoleumCorporanon 1 1 1 I 200 1 70 1 350 1 30 1 200 1 U.Ool 70.0ol 6.O0I 40,0o| 57% | 43% | 5 7 Z 8 8 0 J 3 2 1 3 6 0 J £ 1 5 2 0 ] 2 4 7 J 5 7 J 50741_| 
ii n 
o,U 
6,1 Ayr Estate • PPL 1 17 35 400 059 
6.72 5 4 . 9 9 6 54 9 9 6 3 . 9 9 2 2 0 . 7 6 1 4 . 2 6 2 
6,2 Uramiwella Estate, Lcwella Division - KVPL 1 29 350 1.555 10,08 44,78 
3 6 6 . 5 1 2 ' . I . X ^ S S S I S I A ; 6 . 8 4 3 3 5 . 5 9 1 7 . 3 0 7 
63 Hanwalla Rubber Industries (Pvt) Ltd 1 42 1.400 4.650 
1368 
20 
15 
170 
157 
58.80 195.30 0.84 
059 
0,50 
7,14 
6,_22 
1.65 
99% 
96% 
96% 
90% 
1.598.335 5 8 . 4 3 4 
5 0 . 8 8 2 
9 . 9 7 9 5 1 . 9 0 3 1 0 . 6 5 6 
65 
Kirporuwa Estate - KVPL -Crepe Factory 1 40 400 15.84 62,09 5 0 8 . 1 6 7 9 . 4 0 9 4 8 . 9 3 7 1 0 . 0 4 7 
Kirporuwa Estate - KVPL -CentgriniRe Factory 1 17 540 15.876 30 98 9.07 266,72 94% 99% 2 . 1 8 2 . 8 1 0 2 . 6 0 8 
3 . 9 9 2 2 0 . 7 6 1 4 . 2 6 2 
Udabage Group • BPL 1 100 240 2.500 24,00 250,00 2 . 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 
Z 0 4 6 0 0 0 2 3 . 7 6 0 1 2 3 . 5 7 8 2 5 . 3 7 0 
^ 
7 0 
TANNING Sector 
.1 Tanlanka (Pvt) Ltd 1 250 90 1300 _20_ _ 400 22.50 375.00 5.00 100.00 78%_.._ 73% 3.069.000 
8 1 8 . 4 0 0 
1 2 . 2 7 6 0 0 0 
5 9 . 4 0 0 3 0 8 . 9 4 6 6 3 . 4 2 6 
7 2 Sulthans Leather Co 1 250 320 6.000 80,00 1500.00 
12.276.000 5 9 . 4 0 0 3 0 8 . 9 4 6 6 3 . 4 2 6 
7,3 1 367.2 240 3.200 88,13 1175,04 
9.616.527 9 6 1 6 5 2 7 8 7 . 2 4 7 4 5 3 . 7 8 0 9 3 . 1 6 0 
8 0 TEXTILE Sector 
8 1 I jinka Synthetic Fiber Co Limited 1 800 30 650 24.00 520,00 4 . 2 5 5 . 6 8 0 
4 2 5 5 68D 1 9 0 . 0 8 0 9 8 8 . 6 2 7 2 0 2 . 9 6 3 
8 2 Ceylon Synthetic Textile Mills Limited 1 110 150 1.073 
15 110 
16,50 118,03 
1ZO0 88.00 91% 68% 
9 6 5 . 9 5 8 9 6 6 9 5 8 
1 3 9 . 3 9 2 
2 6 . 1 3 6 1 3 5 . 9 3 6 2 7 . 9 0 7 
8 3 Osprey Clothing (Pvt) Ltd. 1 800 170 340 136.00 27Z00 
2 . 2 2 6 . 0 4 8 1 9 0 . 0 8 0 9 8 8 . 6 2 7 2 0 2 . 9 6 3 
8 4 Texpro Industries Ltd. 1 840 45 480 15 130 37.80 403,20 1Z60 109.20 67% 73% 
3 . 2 9 9 . 7 8 9 1 7 2 . 9 7 3 1 9 9 . 5 8 4 1 . 0 3 8 . 0 5 9 2 1 3 . 1 1 1 
8 5 Melbourne Textile Washing Plant (Pvt.) Ltd. 1 250 175 595 55 178 43.75 148.75 13,75 44.50 69% 70% 
1 .217 .370 3 6 4 . 1 8 8 5 9 . 4 0 0 3 0 8 . 9 4 6 6 3 . 4 2 6 
8 6 1 230 150 190 34.50 43.70 
3 5 7 . 6 4 1 3 5 7 , 6 4 1 5 4 . 6 4 8 2 8 4 . 2 3 0 5 8 . 3 5 2 
8,7 
U^llilllll lllullau IMIIVII 
Manchester Yam & Thread (Pvt) Limited 1 100 640 2.400 90 
5 
370 
190 
64,00 240,00 9.00 
'0.14 
37,0c 
5.13 
86% 
94% 
85% 
66% 
1 . 9 6 4 . 1 6 0 3 0 2 . 8 0 8 
4 1 . 9 8 4 
2 3 . 7 6 0 1 2 3 . 5 7 8 2 5 . 3 7 0 
1 27 80 560 2,16 15.12 1 2 3 . 7 4 2 6 . 4 1 5 3 3 . 3 6 6 6 . 8 5 0 
8 9 
Duro Synthetic Mills (Pvt) Ltd 
J R Textiles Industries Ltd. 
1 12 460 640 15 250 5,52 7,68 0,18 3.00 97% 61% 6 2 . 8 5 3 2 4 . 5 5 2 2 .851 1 4 . 8 2 9 3 . 0 4 4 
9 0 TOURISM & HOTEL Sector 
9 1 CZ^ZZd ' I ' l 1 90 1 75 1 .20 1 1 1 ,751 IO80I 1 1 1 i i i * * * * * t « * I 21.384 | . . ^ 2 j J 2 ^ 3 3 j jd COMMOn WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY Sector •— 
10 ] BIYAGAMA EXPORT PROCESSING 2DNE 1 7.500 75 305 13 
1 0 
_50 _ 
98 
56Z5C 2287.5C 97.5C 
16,0C 
375.0C 83% 
60% 
845t 
33% 
I 1 8 . 7 2 0 . 9 0 0 I 594.000 1.782.000 9 . 2 6 8 . 3 8 0 1 .902 .780 
10.2 LANKA INDUSTRIAL ESTATES LTD.rUNDEL) 1 400 100 147 40.0C 58.8C 39.2C I IwataT 9 5 . 0 4 0 4 9 4 . 3 1 4 1 0 1 . 4 8 2 1 U
-
Z 
11 OTHERS 
11 128 189,00l 2419.20l<X 1 -:Si:::'::': ' I K Z 3 . 8 3 2 . 0 1 3 1 3 8 3 2 0 1 3 1 4.490.640 1 2 3 . 3 5 6 . 3 1 8 1 4.795.006 
2.411 1 4 . 6 5 4 2 3 4 1 .404 1 0 3 . 7 0 2 . 0 9 5 4 3 . 1 6 4 . 4 4 5 8 . 2 3 1 . 5 0 9 4 2 . 8 1 2 . 9 9 5 8 . 7 8 9 . 4 2 3 
BT - Before Treatment 
Annex 5-2.xls 
AT-After Treatment * * - A N D MEETING THE C O D STANDARD EC - Effluent Charge 
page 1 of 1 
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ANNEX 6 
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL ACT NO. 47 OF 1980 
AS AMENDED BY ACT NO. 56 OF 1988 
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SUBMISSION OF REGULAR INFORMATION FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION LICENSING FEES 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY Date of receipt stamp: 
Sector Hie No.: Sheet No.: / 
Sub-sector 
Category Date Date: 
Organization ID 
SECTION 1 : GENERAL INFORMATION 
a) Name of Industry/Establishment: b) Name and Designation of the person who assure the information given: 
c) EPL No.: d) Telephone number: e) Average no. of employees 
worked in the concerned period: 
f) The period of the given information : 
SECTION 2: PR0DUCTI ON 
Name of Product (standard name or otherwise please specify) Operation Production 
(Unit: ) No. of days No. of hrs 
• 
SECTION 3: WATER CONSUMPTION , , 
Source Quantity extracted 
(m3) 
Method of Metering Usage (m3) 
Product Process Cooling Domestic 
Recycled water 
Others 
TOTAL 
SECTION 4: WASTEWATE 1R DISCHARGES 
Discharge 
outlet 
number 
The method of flow measurement Quantity 
(m3) 
Period and time of discharge if 
discharge is not continuous 
Discharge point 
Name Quantity 
(m3) 
No. 1 
No. 2 
TOTAL \ 
c) Wastewa er discharge characteristics (weighted average): attach analytical reports 
SECTION 5: CERTIFICATION OF THE INFORMANT 
1 hereby certify the particulars furnished by me in this sheet are true and correct. I am aware that if any particulars herein are found to be false or 
incorrect, my EPL application will be refused and the EPL, if issued, will be cancelled. 
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EA1P -LLF 
A N N E X 7: G U I D E L I N E S F O R D E T E R M I N I N G E M I S S I O N F A C T O R S 
Emission factor is defined as the value of pollution load per unit of product or raw materials. 
Emission factors can be estimated for: 
• Water consumption or discharge per unit of product/raw materials 
• Load of BOD and COD per unit of product/raw materials before and after treatment 
• Water consumption or discharge per employee in case the sewage is also discharged 
into the environment 
Emission factor can be unique for an industry, a certain group of industries, sub-sectorial industries 
or sectorial industries. v
 s 
Actual emission factors can be determined using the following data and methodology: 
1. Selection of the representative unit either for product or raw materials, e.g. mass/time, 
volume/time, length/time, nos./time, etc. mass can be in kg or ton, volume will be in m 3 and 
the numbers for items such as number/cases of bottles, birds, animals, etc. Time could be 
measured in days, months, quarters or year. Days, months, quarters or years should be 
standardized in number of hours and days respectively, e.g. 24 hours as equivalent to one day 
and 300 days to one year (or actual data). 
2. Measured or estimated through water audit wastewater flow over the concerned period. It can 
be total flow or average flow per day and the number of days operated. 
3. Weighted average of BOD and COD at the discharge point over the concerned period 
Initially industries should be requested to submit the required information as given in Annex 3 for 
the most recent quarter or year of production. 
If actual,data are not available for an industry, that industry can be matched with available Sri 
Lankan emission factor and that emission factor can be used. If Sri Lankan emission factor is 
available for that particular industry then regional or international emission factor can be used. 
Annex 7.doc 8-0902000 
Annex 8 
LLF Calculation 
The load based license fee is calculated based on annual COD load, depending on whether the 
industry is meeting the COD discharge standards. This conditional approach to the calculation 
of LLF is depicted in the following diagram. Respective equations are also given below. 
Actual COD 
values 
r Yes 
COD standards 
is met 
Apply Equation 1 
w 
No 
r 
Apply Equation 3 
Equation 1: L L F = (COD x F x 10 3) x r n 
Equation 3: L L F = (COD x F x 10 3) x r p 
COD = COD of the discharge wastewater in mg/1 
F = Flow Rate in cubic meters per year 
r n = Nominal Rate (Rs 0.60 per kg of COD) 
r p = Penal Rate (Rs. 50.00 per kg of COD) 
LLF = Fee per Year (in Rupees) 
LLF Calculation Sheet 
Start 
I 
i K 
Inputs Sili^MllSsiiill 88tSlllll§ C O D = ; mg/1 
t >^„ -. * \ 
> «> y 
Flow Rate = .. m 3/.year 
Go to Cage 2 
Tick Mark 
Identify the applicable discharge 
standard * ; 
Inland waters 
Marine waters 
Overland for irrigation 
Go to Cage 3 
Tick Mark 
3 Check whether the COD level is above * 
the discharge standard or below the 
discharge standard-
CO D below the 
discharge standard 
CO D is above the 
discharge standard 
If COD is above the discharge standard Go to Case 4 otherwise Go to Case 5 
4 Calculate the LLF / . / * • 
L L F = C O D (mg/l),x Flow Rate (m 3 /year) x 50 = Rs. 
Go to Cage 6 
75 Calculate the LLF 
LLF = C O D (mg/1) x F low Rate (nrVyear) x 0.60 = Rs. 
Tick Mark 
6 Check whether the calcuIated-LLF -
values is Jess than Rs. 1000.00 . 
Calculated L L F is less 
than Rs, 1000.00 
Calculated LLF is over 
Rs, 1000.00 
1 1 
If the calculated LLF is less tan Rs. 1000.00 Go to Cage 7 otherwise Go to 8 
7 J The, License Fee is Rs. 1000.00 
Go to cage 9 
8 The License Fee is the calculated fee Rs. 
Go to cage 9 
11 The License Fee is Rs. 
J
 1 ^ 
{ t 
r
 i * 
- (Irisert^the correct-license fee) r. , ^ 
E A 1 P Sri Lanka 
Calculation of load-based license fee (LLF) 
Annex 9 
Sector Industry Load per day in kgs Standards met Annual LLF Ammended Fee 
BOD COD BOD COD Nominal BOD COD Nominal COD 
Chemical 
BCC Lanka 0.10 300.00 Y N 2455200.00 3960000.00 
Smith Kline 0.35 9.00 N ~ • N 73656.00 118800.00 
Ceylon Oxygen 0.40 1.36 Y Y 2154.24 2154.24 
Unilever 20.50 195.50 Y N 1599972.00 2580600.00 
Food 
Pussalla Farm 0.91 12.92 N N 105737.28 170544.00 
Lion Brewery 1.80 43.20 Y Y 68428.80 68428.80 
Ole Spring 2.65 34.40 Y Y 54489.60 54489.60 
Newdale Dairy 2.88 11.17 Y Y 17693.28 17693.28 
Pure Beverages 12.47 49.20 Y Y 77932.80 77932.80 
Swiss Cheese 7.92 46.89 N N 383747.76 618948.00 
Kelani Valley Caneries 3.60 7.05 N Y 2 9 4 6 2 . 4 1 1 1 6 7 . 2 0 
Ceylon Cold Stores 16.00 184.00 Y Y 291456.00 291456.00 
Metal 
Lanka Transformers 0.13 1.35 Y N 11048.40 17820.00 
Alumex 0.82 1.64 Y Y 2597.76 2597.76 
Mineral 
Lanka Tiles 1.62 6.48 Y Y 10264.32 10264.32 
Petro-Chemical 
Ceylon Petroleum 6.00 40.00 Y Y 63360.00 63360.00 
Rubber 
Ayr Estate 0.59 6.72 Y N 54996.48 88704.00 
Uramiwella Estate 10.08 44.78 N N 366479.52 591096.00 
Hanwella Rubber Indust 0.84 7.14 Y Y 11309.76 11309.76 
Kiriporuwa Estate 0.59 6.22 Y Y 9852.48 9852.48 
Kiriporiwa -Centrifuge . 0.50 1.65 Y Y 2613.60 2613.60 
Udabage Group 24.00 250.00 N N 2046000.00 3300000.00 
Tanning 
Tan Lanka 5.00 100.00 Y N 818400.00 1320000.00 
Silthans Leather 80.00 1500.00 N N 12276000.00 19800000.00 
Ceylon Leather Products 88.13 1175.04 N N 9616527.36 15510528.00 
Textiles 
Lanak Synthatic Fiber 24.00 520.00 Y N 4255680.00 6864000.00 
Ceylon Synthatic Textile 16.50 118.03 N N 965957.52 1557996.00 
Ospray Clothing 12.00 88.00 Y Y 139392.00 139392.00 
Texpro industries 12.60 109.20 Y Y 172972.80 172972.80 
Melbourne Textile 13.75 44.50 N Y 112530.00 70488.00 
Summit Industries 34.50 43.70 N Y 282348.00 69220.80 
Manchester Yarn 9.00 37.00 N N 302808.00 488400.00 
i 
1
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E A 1 P Sri Lanka Annex 9 
Calculation of load-based license fee (LLF) 
Duro Synthatic 
JB Textile Industries 
0.14 
5.14 
5.13 
85.60 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
8125.92 
135590.40 
8125.92 
135590.40 
Tourism & Hotel 
Biyagama Village 6.75 10.80 N Y 55242.00 17107.20 
Common Waste Tr 
Biygama EP2 
Lindel 
97.50 
16.00 
375.00 
39.20 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
594000.00 
62092.80 
594000.00 
62092.80 
Others 
Abathale Water.Tr 239.00 1437.00 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 1 
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Annex 10: Comments on LLF scheme report by World Bank 
FROM: INTERNET: Kl vovsky @ worldbank.org 
TO: INTERNET:Spilapi t iya@worldbank.org 
Ary de Koning, adekoningl@compuserve .com 
CC: INTERNET:Eramachandran@ worldbank.org 
DATE: 09/11/2002 08:14 
RE: Comments on LLF scheme report EA1P Sri Lanka 
The report is quite good, has a lot of useful information and recommendations. I have the following 
comments: 
1. The report makes some good suggestions regarding insti tutional arrangements, but lacks an 
assessment of their feasibility. This should has been the be the starting point - success of the 
LLF program depends on whether adequate institutional arrangements can be developed, and not 
so much on technical details of setting charges (which can be modified and improved in due 
course, if the policy and institutional framework is correct and enabling). 
2. What about modifying standards and setting them on the load basis, not as concentrations? 
Incentive-type pollution charges are usually applied to facilitate compliance with a program of 
phasing-in stricter load-based standards. Revenue raising water pollution charges are also 
usually based on the need to generate sufficient funds to support stricter discharge standards for 
various users. Economic instruments, at least in successful programs, are A L W A Y S a tool to 
support compliance with well-designed standards, not a'substitute for standards. This issue is 
missing in the proposal. 
3. What is the objective of introducing LLF? I believe it is to reduce pollution'load into the river 
and improve environmental performance of industries. In this case, what are specific load 
reduction targets the program aims to achieve in a t ime-bound manner? Without these clear 
environmental targets, it will be difficult to gauge success and even set the right level of fees. 
4. Fee level. Within standard, the fee should simply cover administrative costs of running the 
program (including incremental cost of monitoring and enforcement associated with the 
program). A fee component to provide additional incentives to reduce effluent can be considered 
a later stage of the program, but at the beginning it is more important to focus on bring gross 
violators in compliance. As discussed, there is no reason to phase in penalty rate (which at low 
levels simply deplete company resources to invest in pollution control) without clear load 
reduction targets. A better way is to: 
(a) set a clear load reduction target for a given year (which allows for a realistic time to 
achieve the target/build treatment facili t ies), 
(b) set the rate at marginal cost of achieving this target, and . 
(c) announce the introduction of the rate from the year the target is set for). 
Unfortunately, despite good technical analysis, with the issues ##1-3 -unresolved, I do not see how 
the scheme can perform. There may be a need for a fresh round of stocktaking and identifying real 
local champions for this initiative if any. 
Kseniya Lvovsky 
South Asia Region 
MCI 1-753, MSN M C I 1-1108 
ph. 202-473-6120, fax 202-522-1664, 
kl vo vsk v @ worl dban k .or? 
0864P 
